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Abstract 

Laser spectroscopic techniques have, during the last decades, demonstrated 
an extraordinary capability for sensitive detection of molecular constituents 
in gas phase. Since spectra from such techniques constitute unique and 
characteristic signatures for each type of species, these techniques enable 
investigations of molecular structures as well as detection of the presence of 
species in a gas mixture. They are therefore used for a variety of application, 
from fundamental studies to the assessment of gas concentrations. In fact, 
quantitative assessments of gas concentrations by laser-based techniques are 
constantly gaining in popularity, primarily due to properties such as high 
sensitivity and selectivity and an ability to perform non-invasive 
measurement. Moreover, investigations of isolated molecular transitions 
under different conditions provide excellent means to obtain a 
comprehensive understanding of spectral broadening mechanisms, which is 
of importance for, for example, environmental sciences and remote sensing 
applications. In fundamental studies, spectroscopic parameters are often 
retrieved from fits of a model function of the technique used, which in turn is 
based upon a suitable lineshape function. In order to obtain parameter 
values with highest possible accuracy, it is of importance to use the lineshape 
model that most correctly can predict the measured spectra. Even though the 
Voigt function is the most commonly used lineshape model when both 
Doppler and collision broadenings are present, it is not always suitable when 
spectroscopic parameters are to be assessed with high precision. 

This thesis represents a thorough investigation of Dicke narrowing and 
speed-dependent effects, which are phenomena that are not accounted for by 
the conventional Voigt profile. For the first time, it is demonstrated that both 
these effects take place not only in absorption but also in the dispersion 
mode of detection. Their dispersion lineshape functions are first theoretically 
presumed and explicitly given before they are validated experimentally by 
the noise-immune cavity-enhanced optical heterodyne molecular 
spectrometry (NICE-OHMS). By using the models developed, it is also 
shown that although the two modes of detection, absorption and dispersion, 
both can provide good quality of fits, they do not always provide identical 
spectroscopic parameters. A detailed analysis under which conditions they 
do so, and subsequent recommendations of their use, are presented.  

It also describes the instrumental implementation of a distributed-feed-back 
(DFB) laser-based NICE-OHMS instrumentation, which constitutes an 
important step towards the further development of this technique. Due to 
the wide tunability of the DFB laser, the setup is capable of extending the 
working range of NICE-OHMS into the collision broadening region, which, 
in turn, allows for precise spectroscopic studies. The use of a fiber-coupled 
DFB laser also provides a compact NICE-OHMS system. The minimum 
detectable on-resonance absorption was assessed to 2× 10-10 cm-1 for a 70 s 
integration time. 
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Sammanfattning 

Laserspektroskopiska tekniker har under de senaste decennierna uppvisat en 
extraordinär förmåga för känslig detektion av atomer och molekyler i gasfas. 
Eftersom spektra från sådana tekniker utgör unika och karakteristiska 
signaturer för varje atom- eller molekylslag möjliggör dessa tekniker 
undersökningar av atomära och molekylära strukturer samt bestämning av 
förekomsten av dem med hög noggrannhet. De används därför för en mängd 
olika tillämpningar, allt ifrån grundläggande studier till bestämningar av 
spårgaskoncentrationer. Främst på grund av teknikernas egenskaper såsom 
hög känslighet och hög selektivitet samt en förmåga att utföra icke-
berörande mätningar, ökar ständigt deras användning för olika typer av 
tillämpningar. En sådan är karakterisering av molekylära övergångar under 
olika förhållanden, eftersom dessa utgör utmärkta sätt att erhålla en 
övergripande förståelse av spektrala breddningsmekanismer vilka kan vara 
av betydelse för såväl grundforskning, miljövetenskap som fjärranalys. I 
dessa typer av studier är spektroskopiska parametrar ofta extraherade från 
anpassningar av en modellfunktion för den använda tekniken, vilket i sin tur 
bygger på en lämplig linjeformsfunktion. För att erhålla parametervärden 
med högsta möjliga noggrannhet är det av vikt att använda den 
linjeformsfunktion som mest korrekt kan förutsäga den uppmätta 
linjeformen. Även om Voigt funktionen är den mest använda när Doppler- 
och kollisionsbreddning uppträder samtidigt, är det inte alltid lämpligt att 
använda denna då spektroskopiska parametrar skall bestämmas med hög 
precision. 

Denna avhandling utgör en utredning av Dickeavsmalning och s.k. 
hastighetsberoende breddningseffekter, vilka är fenomen som inte omfattas 
av den konventionella Voigt profilen. För första gången visas det att båda 
dessa effekter inte bara påverkar ljusets absorption utan också dess 
dispersion. Först antas och uttrycks teoretiskt de dispersiva formerna av 
lämpliga linjeformsfunktioner som inkluderar ovannämnda fenomen innan 
de experimentellt valideras m.h.a. den s.k. NICE-OHMS tekniken (brus-
immun kavitetsförstärkt optisk molekylär heterodynspektroskopi). Genom 
att använda de utvecklade modellerna visas det att även om både de 
absorptiva och de dispersiva formerna för dessa linjeformsfunktioner kan 
anpassas väl till uppmätta linjeformer så ger de i allmänhet inte upphov till 
identiska spektroskopiska parametrar. Detta påverkar förmågan hos 
tekniker som detekterar dispersion att korrekt bestämma 
gaskoncentrationer. En detaljerad analys presenteras av under vilka 
förutsättningar korrekta molekylparametrar kan erhållas, och efterföljande 
rekommendationer för teknikernas användning ges. 

Avhandlingen beskriver också en utveckling av en s.k. DFB- (distribuerad 
feedback) laserbaserad NICE-OHMS instrumentering, vilket utgör ett viktigt 
steg mot en vidareutveckling av denna teknik. På grund av DFB-laserns 
breda svepbarhet kan instrumenteringen utvidga tillämpbarheten för NICE-
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OHMS till kollisionsbreddade förhållanden, vilket i sin tur möjliggör precisa 
spektroskopiska studier. Användningen av en fiberkopplad DFB-laser ger 
också upphov till ett mer kompakt NICE-OHMS system. Den minsta 
detekterbara absorptionen uppskattas vara 2 × 10-10 cm-1 för en 
integreringstid på 70 sekunder.  
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1 Introduction 

Laser-based spectroscopic techniques have during the last decades emerged 
to powerful and widely used tools for both quantitative and qualitative 
assessments of atomic and molecular structure, atom and molecule number 
densities, as well as various types of spectroscopic or environmental 
parameters. For instance, as a part of fundamental investigations, a well-
resolved high-resolution spectrum constitutes a unique identification of a 
given type of species; its characteristic pattern enables the internal 
structures of atoms and molecules to be accurately determined. Such 
techniques can also be used to assess various molecular parameters that can 
widen our understanding of many types of molecular systems or are of 
importance since they play an essential role in high-precision remote sensing 
applications or species concentrations. The latter application is of great 
importance in environmental science, e.g., for monitoring of greenhouse or 
toxic gases, in industrial applications, e.g., to asses combustion processes, 
and for medical diagnostics, e.g., for breath gas analysis.  

Due to the ability of these types of techniques to perform sensitive and 
accurate quantitative assessment and due to the benefit of their non-invasive 
abilities, a wide variety of laser-based spectrometry techniques, suitable for a 
variety of applications, have been developed over the years. For example, 
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and methane have been 
successfully monitored by using tunable diode laser absorption spectrometry 
(TDLAS), whereas some pollution gases, e.g., nitric oxide, carbon monoxide, 
and formaldehyde often are being controlled with the help of other 
techniques, e.g., cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS), Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), or differential optical absorption spectroscopy 
(DOAS). It can be concluded though that for many types of applications in 
which high resolution or high accuracy is needed, nowadays, primarily due 
to their narrow bandwidth and high frequency and intensity stability, 
continuous wave lasers are more and more often used. To fully benefit from 
this, however, a good understanding of all the processes that affect the 
interaction between such light and free atoms and molecules, in particular 
various lineshape broadening mechanisms, are needed.  

Since several broadening mechanisms take place simultaneously, and they 
can change over the time of a measurement or over a series of 
measurements, it is usually not appropriate to solely utilize the signal size to 
assess the concentration of the sample gas. A more accurate assessment can 
be made by fitting to the measured spectrum a suitable model function for 
the signal with a few free parameters. By this, spectral broadening 
mechanisms, molecular parameters, as well as gas concentrations can be 
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assessed with high accuracy. When a species is detected by a given 
technique, utilizing a narrow linewidth laser and addressing a specific 
transition, and in particular when accurate quantifications are to be made, it 
is imperative to utilize not only an appropriate model function for the 
technique but also an adequate lineshape function that can properly model 
the transition. If correct models are used, and the system is well calibrated, a 
concentration can be assessed with good accuracy, not only under the 
situation at which the system was calibrated, but also under wider a variety 
of conditions (pressures, temperatures, concentration ranges, etc.). 
Contrary, the use of an improper model for the signal or the lineshape will in 
most such cases give rise to incorrect molecular parameters or 
concentrations.  

The most common types of broadening are Doppler broadening and collision 
broadening. Whereas the former one originates from the velocity 
distribution of the molecules, which under thermodynamic equilibrium is 
given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, and gives rise to a Gaussian 
line profile, the latter phenomenon comes from relaxation processes due to 
collisions between the molecules, whereby they depend on the pressure, and 
has a Lorentzian form. Doppler broadening dominates in the low pressure 
regime, while collision broadening is the dominating mechanism in the high 
pressure regime. Under intermediate pressure conditions, the Voigt profile, 
which combines these two broadening mechanisms by a convolution, is a 
commonly used line-shape function. However, since it assumes that Doppler 
and collision broadening take place independently, most of the time, this 
profile does not describe the measured spectra too accurately. The 
discrepancy between the Voigt profile and measured spectra can be due to 
several reasons.  

One is Dicke narrowing. This phenomenon is due to the fact that when the 
mean free path of the molecules decreases so it is smaller or of the same 
order of magnitude of the wavelength of the optical transition, the increasing 
collision rates between molecules start to affect the velocity distribution of 
the gas molecules, and result in a narrower Doppler profile. This collisional 
narrowing effect was first predicted by Dicke in 1953, and it is therefore 
referred to as Dicke narrowing [1].  

Another reason is speed-dependent effects (SDEs). These originate from the 
fact that the relaxation rates of spectral lines in reality have a dependence on 
the speed of the gas molecules. This suggests that the total relaxation 
response of a medium should not be given by a simple convolution 
incorporating a fixed homogenous response function, as is assumed for the 
Voigt profile, but instead by a sum of different Lorentzian profiles 
corresponding to different velocity groups of molecules, where each 
relaxation rate is weighted by a speed distribution function. In this case, it is 
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the total collision broadening profile that turns out to be narrower than that 
of the corresponding Lorentzian profile.  

In addition to narrowing effects, also asymmetric features of spectral lines 
are observed. This can be caused by phenomena such as collision-time 
asymmetry [2, 3], which can take place when the finite time of collisions is 
accounted for, line-mixing, which is due to the interference of the wave 
functions, or speed-dependent pressure shift, which is caused by the fact that 
the pressure shift is dependent on the speed of the molecules.  

Since all these phenomena are non-negligible in a wide variety of molecular 
systems, the models accounting for them are often indispensable for high 
precision spectroscopy applications, e.g., accurate assessments of the 
concentrations of molecular constituents. As is evident from the literature, 
they have therefore repeatedly been scrutinized under various conditions.  

However, according to undersigned’s knowledge, all the demonstrations and 
investigations of Dicke narrowing and SDEs presented up to recently had 
been performed by absorption spectrometry; there was no scrutiny of their 
effects on the dispersion lineshape, which is the basis for the types of 
spectroscopic techniques that rely on interference between two or several 
modes of light. Examples of such techniques are frequency modulation 
spectroscopy (FMS) [4-9], and thereby also noise-immune cavity-enhanced 
optical heterodyne molecular spectroscopy (NICE-OHMS) [10-18], Faraday 
modulation or rotation spectrometry (FAMOS or FRS) [19-25], and Chirped 
Laser Dispersion Spectroscopy (CLaDS) [26, 27]. Hence, the influence of 
narrowing effects on techniques such as these has been fairly unknown.  

The NICE-OHMS technique is versatile, has a high sensitivity, and can detect 
a variety of signals, including both absorption and dispersion signals. This 
implies that, correctly developed, it provides a great opportunity to 
investigate such effects. This thesis presents an instrumental 
implementation and some application of a NICE-OHMS system based on a 
narrow linewidth distributed-feedback (DFB) laser with a mode-hop-free 
tuning range of 65 GHz. The wide tunability of this laser provides an 
excellent possibility to perform NICE-OHMS under a variety of conditions, 
including the range in which Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent effects 
are prominent. In particular, the instrumentation offers a convenient 
possibility to investigate the effect of Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent 
effects (SDEs) not only on the NICE-OHMS technique, but also one the 
dispersion mode of detection in general. This thesis therefore presents, for 
the first time, a thorough scrutiny of the influence of Dicke narrowing and 
SDEs on dispersion lineshapes, which is of importance for all techniques that 
rely on dispersion, not only NICE-OHMS.  
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Chapter 2 presents shortly a theoretical description of the interaction 
between narrow-linewidth light and free (atoms and) molecules, showing 
first that an electrical field will experience both an attenuation and a phase 
shift if the light passes a compartment of gas close to a molecular transition. 
It is shown how this response can be described in terms of absorption and 
dispersion lineshape functions. The chapter gives furthermore a detailed 
description of frequency modulation as well as Dicke narrowing and speed-
dependent effects, including their origins and nomenclatures. Analytical 
expressions for both the absorption and dispersion lineshape functions 
corresponding to the latter lineshape functions are explicitly given. In 
chapter 3, the principle of NICE-OHMS technique is revised, explicating that 
it can be seen as a combination of frequency modulation spectrometry and 
cavity enhanced spectrometry. Chapter 4 describes the experimental 
implementation used in this work in some detail. The instrumental 
implementation of the DFB-laser-based NICE-OHMS setup is given. Control 
theory for feedback is briefly reviewed and applied to external laser-locking 
and the procedures and performance of laser-locking systems based upon 
both fiber and DFB lasers are discussed. Chapter 5 provides a detailed 
investigation by the NICE-OHMS technique of Dicke narrowing and speed-
dependent effects on the dispersion lineshape (and mode of detection). Both 
qualitative and quantitative assessments of both absorption and dispersion 
lineshape functions are shown and the presumed dispersion lineshape 
functions are validated. The accuracy of the parameters retrieved from 
various lineshapes is also discussed. Finally, chapter 6 gives a short 
summary of the results presented in this thesis. 
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2 Theory – Absorption and Dispersion 
Spectrometry  

When light propagates through a gas medium in the vicinity of a molecular 
transition, both the amplitude and the phase of the corresponding electrical 
field will be altered. Therefore, detection of the light transmitted through a 
medium provides a convenient way to assess both absorption and dispersion 
features of spectral lines representing transitions in molecules. 

2.1 Lambert-Beer Law 

When light passes a uniform, absorbing medium of length L  it undergoes a 
decrease in intensity (as is schematically shown in Figure 2.1) that, for 
narrow linewidth light, can be described by the Lambert-Beer law,  

 ( )
A 0I I e    , (2.1) 

where 0I  and AI  are the incident and transmitted intensities of the light 
respectively,   is the detuning of the light frequency   from the center 
frequency of the spectral transition 0 , i.e. 0  , and ( )   is the 
absorbance of the sample.  

0I AI

L

analyte 

 

Figure 2.1 Absorption of light through an analyte of length L . 0I  and AI  are the 
incident and transmitted intensities of the light, respectively.  

Practically, the absorbance of the sample, which can be written as 

 ( ) ( )abs
relSc pL      , (2.2) 

is characterized by an integrated line strength S  (in units of -2cm /atm ), the 
relative concentration of species in the sample relc , the total pressure p  
(atm), and an absorption lineshape function ( )abs   (cm). The latter is 
area-normalized, which implies that  
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 ( ) 1abs d  



   .  (2.3) 

This implies that the integrated absorption can be written 

   ( )abs
rel reld Sc pL d Sc pL     

 
 

       . (2.4) 

This shows that the integrated absorption of a spectral transition is 
independent of the lineshape. However, when narrow linewidth light is 
interacting with a transition, the maximum absorption, denoted 0 , will 
appear on resonance, whereby it is given by  

 0 0relSc pL  ,  (2.5) 

where 0  is the peak value of the area-normalized line-shape function.  

2.2 Complex influence of a gaseous medium on a 
propagating electric field  

An electrical field propagating in free space can be modeled by a complex 
wave expressed as 

   0(2 )
0ˆ i t k zE e  E ε ,  (2.6) 

where 0E  is the amplitude of the electric field, ε̂  is the unit polarization 
vector,   is the optical frequency of the light, 0k  is the magnitude of the 
wave vector in vacuum (given by 2 /   where   is the wavelength, which, in 
turn, is given by /c   where c  is the speed of light), and z  indicates a length 
in the direction of propagation of the wave.  

A sample can be represented by a complex transmission function  AT  , 
expressed as ( ) ( )ie        . An electrical field representing light that goes 
through such a sample can thereby be written as, 

 
     

0

A
A

[2 ( )] ( )
0ˆ .i t k z

T

E e     

  
    

   



E E

ε

  
 (2.7) 

This shows that it experiences both an attenuation and an optical phase shift, 
given by ( )   and ( )   respectively.  
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Since the intensity is proportional to    * E E  , where the asterisk denotes 
the complex conjugate, it will, by use of the nomenclature above, be 
proportional to 2 ( )e    . Moreover, since this also has to agree with 
Lambert-Beer’s law, i.e. Eq. (2.1), it can be concluded that the attenuation of 
the transmitted electrical field due to the influence of the sample can be 
expressed in terms of the aforementioned entities, including the absorption 
lineshape function  abs  , as 

    ( )
= =

2 2
absrelSc pL    

   . (2.8) 

It is also convenient and suitable to define a corresponding dispersion 
lineshape function,  abs  , that is related to the optical phase shift by  

    =
2

disprelSc pL
      . (2.9) 

2.3 Fundamental spectroscopic lineshapes 

A single spectral transition will not only affect light at a single frequency; it 
will do so for a range of frequencies around the resonant frequency. Hence, a 
transition is not infinitely narrow; it is broadened and has a certain width. 
This broadening affects the spectral lineshapes and can be caused by a 
number of factors, of which Doppler and collision broadenings are generally 
the two major ones. The former dominates in the low pressure region 
whereas the latter one shows up predominantly in the high pressure region. 
The physical origins of these as well as other broadening mechanisms are 
discussed further below in this section. 

As was mentioned in the introduction, in the pressure regime where the two 
aforementioned broadenings are of comparable magnitude, the transitions 
are often modeled by the Voigt lineshape function. However, although it is 
common, it is not the only one used; for reasons given below, there are also 
others, e.g. the Galatry, the Rautian and so called speed-dependent (SDV) 
models. Also these will be discussed in some more detail below. Note though 
that in the literature, these names normally denote various absorption 
lineshape functions. In order to be general, and to facilitate the discussion, 
these terms will in this work be used to denote both the absorption and the 
corresponding dispersion lineshape functions.  
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2.3.1 Homogeneous broadening – The Lorentzian lineshape 
function  

Homogeneous broadening is a type of spectral broadening in which all the 
absorbing atoms or molecules affect the spectral profile in the same way. It 
can be caused by, e.g., lifetime and collision broadening. The former can be 
explained by the uncertainty principle, which states that E t    .  This 
indicates that the uncertainty in the energy difference between the upper and 
lower state, E , and thereby the uncertainty in the corresponding transition 
spectrum,  , is related to the lifetime of the states involved, t , most often 
that of the upper state. Lifetime broadening leads to the so-called natural 
width of a transition, and the corresponding profile is described by a 
Lorentzian lineshape function. Lifetime broadening is not usually observed, 
since other broadening mechanisms are generally dominant.  

In the presence of collisions between molecules, the effective lifetime will be 
reduced, giving rise to a type of homogeneous broadening termed collision 
broadening. In the classical view, collision broadening can be attributed to 
the randomized phase of the emitted radiation caused by frequent impacts of 
perturbers. The collision-broadened absorption profile of spectral lines can 
also be modeled by a Lorentzian lineshape function, assuming that the 
collision width is proportional to the pressure at a fixed temperature. 
Collision broadening dominates in the high pressure regime. 

The area-normalized absorption Lorentzian lineshape function,  abs
L   

and its dispersion counterpart,  disp
L  , can be written as 

  
2 2

,
( )

abs L
L L

L

c 
 


  

  
  (2.10) 

and  

  
2 2

, ,
( )

disp
LL

L

c  
 


   

  
  (2.11) 

respectively, where L  is the collision width (HWHM), which is given by the 
product of a pressure broadening coefficient 0

L  and the gas pressure p .  

 

2.3.2 Inhomogeneous broadening – The Gaussian lineshape 
function 

Inhomogeneous broadening is a type of broadening that is caused by effects 
in which different atoms or molecules (although being of the same type) 
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provide dissimilar contributions. The most important inhomogeneous 
broadening of a gas is the Doppler broadening. This effect originates from 
the fact that, in thermodynamic equilibrium, the velocity of the molecules 
follows the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, and the frequency of a 
molecular transition will therefore be Doppler-shifted along the propagation 
direction of the probing laser light according to the distribution of atomic / 
molecular velocities in the direction of the light. The absorption profile of 
Doppler broadening has a Gaussian form, following that of the thermal 
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, and it depends on the center frequency of 
the spectral transition, the temperature, and the mass of the molecules. The 
Doppler broadening has a Gaussian lineshape function and it describes the 
spectral profile in the low pressure regime in which collision broadening can 
be neglected. 

The area-normalized absorption Gaussian lineshape function,  abs
G  , 

and its dispersion counterpart,  disp
G  , can be written as 

  
2xabs

G
D

c
x e







  (2.12) 

and  

  
2 2

0

2
d ,

x
xdisp s

G
D

c
x e e s

 


 
   (2.13) 

where '
D  is given by / ln 2D , where D  is the Doppler HWHM width. 

The x  parameter represents the Doppler-width-normalized detuning, 
defined as  

 
'

.
D

x





  (2.14) 

2.3.3 In the presence of both types of broadening – The Voigt 
lineshape function   

In most cases more than one broadening mechanism contribute to the final 
lineshape of the spectral lines. In the intermediate pressure region, where 
neither the Doppler nor the collision broadening can be neglected, the Voigt 
lineshape function is commonly used to describe the combined broadening 
effect. The Voigt absorption lineshape function relies on the assumption that 
the Doppler and collision broadening processes are independent of each 
other. Therefore, it is mathematically given by a convolution of a Gaussian 
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and a Lorentzian lineshape function. Its dispersion counterpart can be 
obtained from the Kramers-Kronig relations [28, 29]. As has been 
demonstrated in the literature [30], the Voigt absorption and dispersion 
lineshape functions can be expressed in terms of the real and imaginary 
parts of a common complex error function,  ,W x y , viz. as 

  
'

Re ,abs
V

D

c
W x y


   


  (2.15) 

and 

  
'

Im ,disp
V

D

c
W x y


    


, (2.16) 

where the y  parameter represents the Doppler-width-normalized collision 
broadening, defined as 

 
'
L

D

y





. (2.17) 

In order to illustrate typical lineshapes in the cases when the collision 
broadening is smaller, comparable to, and larger than the Doppler 
broadening, Figure 2.2 displays the Voigt area-normalized lineshape 
function for three different pressures. The spectroscopic parameters used in 
Figure 2.2 are based upon a specific molecular transition of acetylene at 
around 6448.34 cm-1 (1550.78 nm) at room temperature that later in this 
work is addressed both experimentally and by simulations.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 An area-normalized Voigt absorption lineshape function (a) and its 
dispersion counterpart (b) at three different pressures. The Doppler width (HWHM) is 
233 MHz while the pressure broadening coefficient is 2 MHz/Torr. 
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Figure 2.2 shows that the absorption lineshape has a maximum at the center 
of the resonance, whereas the dispersion is zero there. In fact, whereas the 
absorption profile has a positive symmetry, the dispersion has a negative. 
The Voigt profile provides the highest peak values for the lowest pressures, 
i.e. when the Doppler broadening dominates the Voigt lineshape, since then 
the profile is least broadened. For the cases displayed in Figure 2.2, this 
corresponds to the case with a pressure of 1 Torr. As is shown in Figure 
2.2(b) also the peak values of the dispersion signal takes their maximum 
values for the lowest pressures. The slope of the dispersion curve decreases 
with increasing pressure. At a pressure of 100 Torr, where the Doppler and 
the collision broadenings contribute approximately equally, the peak value of 
the absorption lineshape is about half of that for low pressures. As the 
pressure increases to 200 Torr, the collision broadening starts to dominate, 
whereby  the peak values of the absorption and dispersion profiles decrease. 
The latter also become more and more flat.  

2.4 Lineshapes beyond the Voigt profile 

As was alluded to above, the Voigt lineshape function presumes that the 
Doppler and the collision broadenings take place independently. However, 
this assumption is often violated, as has been evidenced by spectra taken 
under a variety of conditions that deviates from a pure Voigt form. There are 
several reasons for this, of which Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent 
effects (SDEs) are the two major ones. Since the use of an inappropriate 
lineshape function can give rise to systematic errors in the detection of the 
concentration of gas samples as well as spectroscopic parameters, it is of 
importance to take these two spectroscopic phenomena into account in an as 
appropriate manner as possible. The physical origins and mathematical 
formulations of the Dicke narrowing and SDEs are therefore described in the 
subsequent two sections.  

2.4.1 The Dicke narrowing effect 

In 1953 [1], Dicke predicted that collisional velocity-averaging effects could 
give rise to a narrowing of spectral profile. Since then, this effect is termed 
Dicke narrowing. An explanation of this effect can be based upon the 
uncertainty principle, which says that the position and momentum cannot 
both be measured simultaneously. This implies that they follow the 
inequality  

 ' ' ,x p      (2.18) 
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where 'x  is the position, 'p  is the momentum of the molecule, and   is the 
reduced Planck constant. This implies that a photon that carries a 
momentum of /h   is only capable of determining a displacement of a 
molecule that is larger than / 2   . The velocity of a molecule contributing 
to the Doppler shift will therefore be the mean velocity through the 
displacement of / 2  .  

In the case of a low collision rate, the mean free path of a molecule,  , is 
larger than / 2  , which makes the velocity distribution of the molecules 
reproduce the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the velocity vector, which 
is that expressed by a Doppler profile. When the collision rate increases to 
the extent that the mean free path   is shorter than / 2  , the velocity 
experienced is the mean velocity of the molecules due to collisions averaged 
over the displacement / 2  . This collisional averaging effect results in a 
narrower Doppler profile, which comprises the Dicke narrowing effect.  

A number of works have been concerned with a theoretical description of the 
Dicke narrowing effect, resulting in the Galatry [31] and Rautian [32] 
profiles being the most commonly used models. These two lineshape 
functions apply to different absorber-perturber gas system in terms of their 
mass ratio. Even though there are also other lineshape functions modeling 
Dicke narrowing effect, e.g., those including correlations [33], the Galatry 
and the Rautian models are the ones that are used in the work, since they are 
commonly accepted and provide a good match to measured spectra. These 
two models are given in details in the following sections.  

2.4.1.1 The Galatry lineshape function 

The Galatry lineshape function, also termed the soft collision model (SCM), 
is based upon the assumption that the velocity of the absorber after the 
collision is strongly correlated to that prior to the collision. This implies that 
it predominantly deals with collisions between heavy absorbers and light 
perturbers. The area-normalized Galatry absorption lineshape function can 
be expressed as 

 
  2 2

1 1 1
Re 1;1 ; ,

1/ 2 2 2

abs
SCM

D

c y ix
M

z y ix zz z



  

          
  (2.19) 

where  ; ;M a b c  is a confluent hypergeometric function, and x  and y  are 
given by the Eqs. (2.14) and (2.17). The dimensionless parameter z  is 
defined as  

 soft ,
D

z





  (2.20) 
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where soft  is the effective frequency of velocity-changing collisions, given 
by 0

soft soft p  , where, in turn, 0
soft  is the collisional narrowing coefficient 

for soft collisions, given in units of Hz/atm.  

The dispersion counterpart to the Galatry absorption lineshape function has 
previously not been explicitly given, but can be obtained from a simple 
argumentation. Firstly, the absorption and dispersion properties of a linearly 
responding medium are related to each other by the Kramers-Kronig 
relations. This implies, among other things, that the absorption and 
dispersion lineshape functions represent the real and the imaginary parts of 
the same complex lineshape function. Second, since the Galatry absorption 
lineshape function is given by the real part of the complex response function 
in Eq. (2.19), the Galatry dispersion lineshape function is assumed to be 
represented by the (negative) imaginary part of the same function. This 
implies that it should read  

 
  2 2

1 1 1
Im 1;1 ; .

21 2/ 2
disp
SCM

D

c y ix
M

y ix zz zz



  

           
  (2.21) 

2.4.1.2 The Rautian lineshape function 

The Rautian lineshape function is alternatively called the hard collision 
model (HCM), since it considers the collisions between light absorbers and 
heavy perturbers. The assumption of this model is that the absorbers totally 
lose the memories of their physical states before a collision. It has previously 
been shown that the area normalized Rautian absorption lineshape function 
can be written as 

 
 

 
,

Re ,
1 ,

abs
HCM

D

W x yc

W x y




  

 
  

    
  (2.22) 

where   is a dimensionless parameter defined as 

 hard ,
D


 


  (2.23) 

where hard  is the total collision frequency, given by 0
hard p , in which 0

hard  
is the collisional narrowing coefficient for hard collisions (Hz/atm).  

Applying the same reasoning as above, the Rautian dispersion lineshape 
function can be supposed to be given by 
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 . (2.24) 

Both the effective frequency velocity-changing collision and the total 
collision frequencies, i.e. soft  and hard , collectively referred to as 
narrowing frequencies, can be compared to the dynamical friction 
parameter, diff , based upon gas kinetics, given by [34, 35] 

 
2
B

diff
k T

mD



 , (2.25) 

where Bk  is the Boltzmann constant (J/K), T  is the temperature (K), m  is 
the mass of the absorbing molecule (in kg), and D  is the mass diffusion 
coefficient (cm2/s). Due to the fact that D  is inversely proportional to 
pressure and that diff  is given in units of Hz, the dynamical friction 
parameter can be alternatively expressed by 0

diff diff p  , where 0
diff  is a 

pressure independent coefficient in units of Hz/atm. This implies that both 
the collisional narrowing coefficients (i.e., 0

soft  and 0
hard ) can be directly 

compared to diff .  

It should moreover be noticed that in the absence of narrowing frequencies 
(i.e., for hard 0  ) the terms in the square brackets in the Eqs. (2.22) and 
(2.24) simplify to ordinary complex error functions, which implies that both 
profiles revert to the ordinary Voigt lineshape function.  

2.4.1.3 Simulations 

In order to investigate the influence of Dicke narrowing on the spectral 
shape of dispersion lineshapes, to compare the Dicke narrowing effects in 
the absorption and dispersion modes of detection, and to illustrate the 
discrepancies between Dicke narrowed and Voigt lineshape functions, 
absorption and dispersion lineshape functions for a given transition, based 
upon the Galatry [Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21)], the Rautian [Eqs. (2.22) and (2.24)
], and the Voigt [Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16)] models, are plotted in Figure 2.3 in 
the left and right columns, respectively. The spectroscopic parameters used 
are to a large extent based on a specific but typical acetylene transition 
investigated in [7] but also discussed below. The pressure is 40 Torr, in 
which the Dicke narrowing effects dominate, which implies that the Doppler 
and collision HWHM widths are 234 and 80 MHz, respectively. The upper 
window of each panel presents the 3 different lineshapes, while the 
corresponding lower windows show the difference between the Rautian and 
the Voigt lineshape functions. From the top to the bottom in Figure 2.3, the 
effective frequency of velocity-changing collisions (i.e., soft ) and the total 
collision frequency (i.e., hard ) are equal, and are in turn set to be 20, 40 and 
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80 MHz, which are significantly smaller than, slightly smaller than, and 
comparable to the collision width, respectively.  

 

Figure 2.3 (a) Comparison of the Voigt, the Galatry, and the Rautian absorption 
lineshape functions, (b) the corresponding dispersion lineshape functions. The upper 
window in each panel shows the lineshape functions, whereas the lower displays the 
difference between the Rautian and the Voigt lineshape functions. The inset in the 
upper part of each panel enlarges a specific part of the upper window. The Doppler 
HWHM width is 235 MHz; the collision width is 80 MHz (corresponding to 40 Torr of 
a species with a pressure broadening coefficient of 2 MHz/Torr); and the narrowing 
coefficients of the Galatry and Rautian models for the three cases (from the top to the 
bottom) are 0.5, 1, and 2 MHz/Torr, respectively.  
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The absorption lineshapes shown in the left column of Figure 2.3 illustrate 
that the Galatry and the Rautian lineshape functions are narrower than those 
of the Voigt. Due to the area normalization, this implies that they take larger 
peak values. This fact is explicitly visualized by the lower windows in each 
panel, in which the discrepancies between the Rautian and the Voigt 
lineshape functions are shown. The figure shows that for the cases with total 
collision frequencies of 20, 40 and 80 MHz, the peak values based on the 
Rautian lineshape function exceed that of the Voigt profile by 3%, 5% and 
11%, respectively. This indicates that the difference between the Voigt and 
the Rautian absorption lineshape functions is considerable and increases 
with increasing narrowing frequency. 

The dispersion lineshapes shown in the right column in Figure 2.3 show that 
the Galatry and the Rautian lineshape functions display steeper slopes than 
those of the Voigt; again for the cases with total collision frequency of 20, 40 
and 80 MHz by 8%, 16% and 33%, respectively. Moreover, the positions for 
the maxima and minima of the dispersion curves are closer in the case with 
Dicke narrowing than in the case without (i.e. for the Voigt case). All this 
indicate a narrower width of the lineshapes, and therefore demonstrate how 
the dispersion lineshape functions are assumed to be affected by Dicke 
narrowing. As is shown in the lower window of each panel, the discrepancies 
between the Rautian and the Voigt dispersion lineshape functions are also 
significant and getting larger with an increasing total collision frequency. 

2.4.2 Speed-dependent effects 

Another major phenomenon causing a deviation from a Voigt profile are the 
so-called speed-dependent effects (SDEs). They originate from the fact that 
different velocity groups of molecules experience their own homogeneous 
collision broadenings (determined by the relative speeds between the 
absorber and the perturber).  

As is given in the literature, the distribution of molecular speed v  is 
expressed as,  

 
3 2

22
( ) exp ,

2

v
v v

m m
f

kT kT

          
  (2.26) 

which is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Since the average molecular speed 
(indicated by a red line in Figure 2.4) does not coincide with the speed at 
which the peak value occurs, this distribution has an asymmetric form.  
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Figure 2.4 The speed probability density as a function of molecular speed at a 
temperature of 300 K for the molecule of acetylene 

As was alluded to above, SDEs consider the speed dependence of pressure 
broadening. In an absorber-perturber gas system, the final collisional profile 
should therefore constitute a weighted sum of Lorentzian profiles over all the 
velocity classes [36].  

It has previously been shown that SDEs are getting stronger as the mass 
ratio between the perturber and the absorber is increasing [37]. It has also 
been demonstrated [36-38] that the relation between the collision width ( ) 
and the absorber-perturber relative speed ( vr ) can be considered to be given 
by 

 (v ) v ,nr r
    (2.27) 

where n  is a parameter that characterizes the type of molecular interaction. 
Using the distribution function of the relative speed vr  and then averaging 
over all the relative speeds, the speed-dependent collisional linewidth is 
given by,  

 
2

2
0

3 v
(v) ( , , ),

2 2 vp

n m
M

m


       (2.28) 

where pm  is the mass of the perturbing molecule, and 0v  is the most 
probable speed of absorber, given by 2 /Bk T m .  

Since the calculation of the confluent hypergeometric function is very time-
consuming, to speed up the analysis of experimental data, several works 
have been done to propose an approximated expression to the confluent 
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hypergeometric function. For example, Rohart et al. [39] evaluated the 
performances of three different approximated expressions by comparisons to 
the exact solution. They employed a least square fitting routine weighted by 
the molecular speed distribution, which implies that the velocity groups 
around the peak in Figure 2.4 give more contributions than those on the 
wings. Finally, they suggested a quadratic model that shows the best fits to 
the exact solution and also provides good agreement with measured spectra. 
The approximation is given by 

  
2

0

v 3
v

v 2SDL

  
         

 , (2.29) 

where L  is the averaged collision width (averaged over all speeds) and SD  
is a parameter representing the speed dependence of the collision width, 
therefore referred to as the speed-dependent collision width, where the 
latter, in turn, is given by 0

SD p   where 0
SD  is denoted the speed-

dependent collision coefficient.  

The corresponding velocity-averaged lineshape function can then be 
expressed as, 

 
2 20
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abs
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    (2.30) 

In order to compare this to the conventional collision lineshape function, it 
can be noticed that in the limit of large detunings, for which the denominator 
is dominated by the 2( )  term, it takes the form 
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abs
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  (2.31) 

where (v)  is the averaged collision width, which, according to Eq. (2.29), is 

L . Accordingly, for large detunings, Eq. (2.30) resembles a conventional 
Lorentzian lineshape function characterized by the averaged collision width 

L . In comparison, averaging over different velocity groups around the line 
center has shown that the profile is narrower than a Lorentzian lineshape 
function, resulting in a larger peak in the center of the transition [36].  

2.4.2.1 The speed-dependent Voigt (SDV) lineshape function 

In order to investigate and characterize the SDEs, several works have been 
done proposing suitable lineshape models to include speed-dependent 
effects in absorption spectrometry [40-46]. As was mentioned above, Eq. 
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(2.30) is a good approximation that describe the speed dependence of the 
collision broadening width. Based upon this approximation, Boone et al. [45, 
46] recently proposed a fast speed-dependent lineshape function 
incorporating SDEs termed the speed-dependent Voigt (SDV) lineshape 
function. The SDV absorption lineshape function is given by 
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where erfc(...)  is the complementary error function. The dimensionless 
complex variables 1z  and 2z can be written as 
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where 1z

 
and 2z

 
correspond to the upper and lower sign of the   term, 

respectively, and sign( )  indicates the sign of   (i.e., +1 or -1). The various 
entities in Eq. (2.33) are given by 
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In order to facilitate the analysis of the SDV lineshape function, Eq. (2.32) 
can be expressed in terms of the complex error function  W   as 
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  (2.35) 

where 1  and 2  are given by 1iz and 2iz , respectively. Therefore, the real 
and imaginary parts of 1  and 2  are given by 
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  (2.36) 

As is shown by Eq. (2.35), this implies that the SDV lineshape function can 
be represented by the difference between two terms (denoted by ,1

abs
S  and 
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,2
abs
S  respectively), each of which comprises the real part of a complex error 

function. 

Again, based upon the Kramers-Kronig relations, for a linear medium the 
SDV dispersion lineshape function is presumed to be given by the (negative 
of the) imaginary part of the complex function in Eq. (2.35), i.e.,  

   , 21 2 1 ,
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D
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where ,1
p

S
dis  and ,2

disp
S  are the dispersion counterparts of ,1

abs
S  and ,2

abs
S  

respectively.  

In order to assess the properties of the presumed SDV dispersion lineshape 
function, which also is done in Paper III and VII, and, if possible, to 
validate it, it is suitable to first scrutinize it in the limit of small SDEs.  

For small SDEs, the speed-dependent width, SD , is close to be zero, which 
implies that 2  . It can be shown that under these conditions,  
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whereas 
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and 
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As could be inferred from the Voigt lineshape functions, i.e., the Eqs. (2.15) 
and (2.16), the imaginary part of the argument in the complex error function 
represents the width of the profile. Therefore, Eq. (2.40) shows that for small 
SDEs the second term in the SDV lineshape function, 2( )W  , becomes 
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extremely broad whereby its magnitude gets small. Consequently, in the 
limit of small SDEs, the SDV absorption and dispersion lineshape function, 
i.e., Eqs. (2.35) and (2.37), converge to the first term, i.e. 
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and 
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which identically retrieve the Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). This implies that, in the 
limit of small SDEs, the SDV lineshape functions revert to the Voigt profiles.  

For large detunings, i.e. 0    and 0   , the real part of the 
complex argument 1,2  is given by 
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Since 1,2Re( )  is proportional to   i.e., 0( )  , this shows that the 
/

,1
abs disp
S  and /

,2
abs disp
S  have weaker dependences on detuning than the 

Voigt profile, for which the detuning dependence is proportional to 0( )  . 
However, since the SDV lineshape function is composed of the difference 
between two complex error functions, this weaker dependence is partly 
cancelled, eventually making the detuning having a similar frequency 
dependence as that of Voigt.  

2.4.2.2 Simulations 

In order to illustrate the SDV dispersion lineshapes, to compare the 
influence of the SDEs on the absorption and dispersion lineshapes, and to 
illustrate the discrepancy between the SDV and Voigt lineshapes, SDV 
absorption and dispersion lineshapes (for the same transition and conditions 
as considered in the case of Dicke-narrowing) are plotted in the left and right 
columns of Figure 2.5, respectively.  

The left column shows that the SDV absorption lineshape model has a 
narrower width than the corresponding Voigt profile. Due to the area-
normalization, the peaks at the resonance are higher, and, for the cases with 
speed-dependent collision coefficients of 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 MHz/Torr, 
they exceed those of the Voigt profile by 4%, 10% and 18%, respectively.  
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Figure 2.5 Left column: Absorption lineshape functions. Right column: The 
corresponding dispersion lineshape functions. The three rows of panels represent 
three different speed-dependent collision coefficients, 0

SD ; 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 
MHz/Torr, respectively. The three curves in the upper window of each panel 
represent: i) dotted – the first term in the SDV lineshape function, i.e.

 

,1
abs
S  or ,1

disp
S  ; 

ii) dashed-dotted - the second term in the SDV lineshape function, i.e. ,2
s

S
ab  or ,2

disp
S  ; 

SDV) solid – the (total) SDV lineshape function, i.e. Eq. (2.35) or (2.37), also given by 
the difference between the dotted and dashed-dotted curves; and Voigt) dashed – the 
corresponding Voigt function, given by the Eq. (2.15) or (2.16). The curve in the lower 
window of each panel represents the difference between the SDV and the Voigt 
lineshape function. The transition is assumed to have an average collision coefficient 
and a Doppler width of 2 MHz/Torr and 234 MHz, respectively, which correspond to 
those of a specific line at around 1.55 µm in C2H2 at room temperature. The pressure 
was assumed to be 150 Torr.  
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Likewise, the dispersion lineshapes, which are shown in the right column, 
indicate a narrower width; the SDV lineshapes produce steeper slopes than 
the Voigt around the resonance. For the same three speed-dependent 
collision coefficients, the slopes differ from those of the Voigt profile by 2%, 
5%, and 10%, respectively. Overall, both the absorption and the dispersion 
lineshapes are affected more by larger SDEs.  

It is of interest to note that, for the smallest speed-dependent collision 
coefficient [Figure 2.5 (a) and (b)], the lineshape of the second term in SDV 
model is rather broad, thus producing a structureless offset that reduces the 
lineshape (and thereby the wings) of the first term. As was alluded to above, 
for small SDEs the second term goes to zero while the lineshape of the first 
term reverts to Voigt lineshape function. This shows that for small SDEs the 
SDV lineshape functions reproduce the Voigt profiles.  
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3 The Principles of NICE-OHMS  

Noise-immune cavity-enhanced optical-heterodyne molecular spectrometry 
(NICE-OHMS) is a powerful technique, combining frequency modulation 
spectroscopy (FMS), for reduction of noise, and cavity enhancement (CE), 
for prolongation of the interaction length between the probing laser light and 
the gas sample. In this technique, the frequency modulation gives rise to a 
triplet that is actively locked to an optical cavity, i.e., its carrier is locked to a 
longitudinal mode of the cavity while its sidebands are locked to neighboring 
modes. As is shown in Figure 3.1, this implies that each frequency 
component in the triplet is affected by the cavity mode identically, i.e., the 
attenuation and phase shift introduced by the cavity mode are exactly the 
same for the carrier and sidebands. Hence, both the carrier and two 
sidebands will be transmitted through the cavity as if the cavity would not be 
there. According to the property of FMS, in the absence of absorber, the 
transmitted light does not give rise to any analytical signal detected at the 
modulation frequency. With a sample present, however, NICE-OHMS can 
provide both absorption and dispersion signals and combinations thereof.  

 

Figure 3.1 Locking scheme and noise immune principle. Five cavity modes evenly 
spaced by FSR  and a FM triplet (arrows) with the modulation frequency of m .  

Two essential components of NICE-OHMS are thus frequency modulation 
spectrometry and cavity enhancement.  

In FMS, the laser is usually modulated at hundreds of MHz or even at several 
GHz. The signal is then detected at the same frequency. By shifting the 
detection of signals to a high frequency the technique the technique can 
reduce or even eliminate the influence of technical (1/f) noise. This has made 
FMS to reach impressive detection sensitivities [4]. Due to its superior 
features, it has been implemented in a variety of applications, e.g. for laser 
frequency stabilization [47], Doppler-free two photon spectroscopy [48], 
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optical heterodyne saturation spectroscopy [49], observation of molecular 
hyperfine structure [50, 51], and trace gas detection [52, 53].  

The cavity enhancement implies a prolongation of the interaction length. In 
NICE-OHMS, CE is usually implemented by employing a Fabry-Perot cavity 
in which the laser light propagates back and forth leading to an effective 
interaction length significantly longer than the physical length of the cavity. 
The theoretical description and basic properties of both FMS and CE are 
given in the forthcoming sections.  

3.1 Frequency modulation spectrometry 

Frequency modulation is implemented by modulating the phase of the 
electrical field. Such an electrical field can be described by 

    2 sin(2 )
0ˆ ,mi t tfm E e    E ε   (3.1) 

where   is the modulation index and m  is the modulation frequency. FM 
light is most conveniently described in the frequency domain, and Eq. (3.1) is 
therefore frequently expressed in terms of Bessel functions ( )J   [4, 54] as  

   22
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where j  denotes the order of the Bessel function.  

 

Figure 3.2 typical FM spectra for: (a) a low ( 0.1  ), and (b) a high ( 10  ) 
modulation index. The height of each component represents the amplitude of the 
electrical field while the upwards and downwards directions denote a phase different 
of -180°.  

Two spectra of frequency modulated electric field are illustrated in Figure 
3.2. In the case with a modulation index above unity, as is shown in Figure 
3.2(b) ( 10  ), the FM light has a comb-like spectrum in which the various 
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components are evenly spaced by the modulation frequency m . In FMS, the 
modulation index is usually low (i.e., 1  ). Under such conditions, the 
spectrum is simplified to a triplet, as is shown in Figure 3.2(a) ( 0.1  ); the 
amplitudes of other modes are so low they can be neglected. Under these 
conditions, the FM triplet consists of one carrier in the center , and two out-
of-phase sidebands, one on each side, i.e. at m   respectively. 

In principle, a balanced FM triplet does not give rise to any detectable 
signals at the modulation frequency, since the two beat signals at the 
modulation frequency, one from the upper and one from the lower sideband 
beating with the carrier, have opposite signs, fully cancelling each other. 
However, in the presence of absorbers, each component passing a transition 
in the medium will be attenuated in amplitude as well as phase shifted, 
implying that it can be expressed as, 

   2 22 A A A
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E ε     (3.3) 

where A
jT with 1,0,1j    denote the complex transmission function for the 

lower sideband, carrier and upper sideband, respectively. The influence of 
the absorber upset the balance of the triplet so that an FM signal is produced.  

The intensity of FM light, A
fmI , is given by *

0 A A2 fm fmc E E  . It has been shown 
that, for small absorption and dispersion changes, the FM signal detected on 
the modulation frequency can be written as  
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where fm  is an instrumental factor, and  /abs disp
mj     with 0, 1j    

indicate the absorption/dispersion lineshape functions for the carrier and 
two sidebands respectively. The product of entities in front of the curly 
bracket is referred to as the FMS signal strength, whereas the expression 
within the bracket, comprising of five separate absorption and dispersion 
lineshape functions as well as the detection phase, is termed the FMS 
lineshape function. As is indicated in Eq. (3.4), the FMS signal can be 
detected in various modes by choosing a suitable detection phase, e.g., in a 
pure absorption mode ( / 2  ), in a pure dispersion mode ( 0 or  ), or 
in a combination thereof. The pure absorption signal is given by the 
difference in attenuation experienced by the two sidebands, while the pure 
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dispersion signal depends on the difference between the phase shift of the 
carrier and the average phase shift of the two sidebands.  

In order to illustrate some typical lineshapes of FM signals as well as the 
separate contributions from the carrier and the sidebands, some absorption 
and dispersion lineshapes are plotted in Figure 3.3. Panel (a) shows that the 
center of the FM absorption signal represents a cancellation of the 
absorption profiles experienced by the lower and upper sidebands, whereas 
the off-resonant part resembles the two individual absorption profiles (lower 
and upper sidebands, respectively). Panel (b) shows that the FM dispersion 
signal, composed of the contributions from both the carrier and sidebands, is 
more complicated than its absorption counterpart. It is of importance to note 
that both the FM absorption and dispersion signals are zero on resonance 
and that the lineshapes are symmetric with respect to the center.  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Simulated absorption (a) and dispersion (b) FM signals (solid lines) based 
upon the Voigt profile with a Doppler HWHM of 250 MHz and a collision broadening 
of 200 MHz, as well as contributions from carrier (dotted lines) and sidebands 
(dashed lines) respectively. 

As is indicated in Eq. (3.4), the lineshapes of FM signals are also affected by 
the modulation frequency m . In order to investigate the influence of the 
modulation frequency on the lineshapes, FM signals modulated by four 
different modulation frequencies are simulated and plotted in Figure 3.4. 
The simulated FM signals are based upon the Voigt lineshape function, 
comprised of a Doppler HWHM broadening of 250 MHz and a collision 
broadening of 200 MHz. The modulation frequencies are 100, 300, 600, and 
900 MHz, which, in turn, correspond to 0.27, 0.80, 1.61 and 2.41 when 
normalized to the Voigt width, respectively. The figure illustrates that the 
modulation frequency, which determines the spacing between the carrier 
and sidebands, significantly influences the shape of the FMS signals. In the 
case of low modulation frequency, the contributions from the various 
components are more centralized, and therefore there will be cancellation 
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among various lineshapes that gives rise to a small FM signal. However, 
when the modulation frequency is getting higher, the contributions from 
different lineshapes separate and the signal size increases. It can be also 
predicted that when the modulation frequency is large enough, e.g., much 
larger than the profile width, the FM signal size is getting constant due to 
complete separation of the various lineshapes.  

 

 

Figure 3.4 Absorption (a) and dispersion (b) FM signals based upon the Voigt profile 
with a Doppler HWHM of 250 MHz and a collision broadening of 200 MHz in case of 
various modulation frequencies normalized to the Voigt width, i.e., 0.27 (solid), 0.80 
(dash), 1.61 (dot), 2.41 (dash dot) respectively.  

Another entity essentially affecting the lineshapes and sizes of the FM signals 
is the detection phase  . This gives rise to variety of FM signals, capable of 
comprising absorption and dispersion signals as well as combinations 
thereof. For the purpose of illustrating the dependence of the detection 
phase on the lineshapes, FM signals detected at various phases were 
simulated based upon Voigt profile and plotted in Figure 3.5. The figure 
shows that the signals reproduce pure absorption and dispersion lineshapes 
when the detection phases are set to be 90° (or 270°) and 0° (or 180°), 
respectively. As for the detection phases in between, the lineshapes take 
other characteristic forms, which eventually are a mixture of pure absorption 
and dispersion lineshapes. The portion of absorption and dispersion 
lineshapes is determined by the detection phase, which is indicated in Eq. 
(3.4). The characteristic form of the lineshape provides therefore a spectral 
approach for the determination of the detection phase, i.e., the detection 
phase can be retrieved by fitting FM signals.  

On the contrary to direct absorption spectrometry, the FM signal takes a 
maximum value for a given intermediate pressure. The pressure dependence 
of the peak-to-peak value of the FM signal is plotted in Figure 3.6, which 
displays an FM signal that is modulated at a frequency of 400 MHz and 
based upon the Voigt profile with a Doppler width of 250 MHz (HMHW) for 
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four different collision broadening coefficients, i.e., 1, 2, 4 and 8 MHz/Torr. 
Note that, for simplicity, the FM signal is normalized with respect to the 
pressure-independent factor    0 0 1fm relP J J Sc L   . This implies that only 
the product of the pressure and lineshape term is plotted, hereby given in 
units of cm·Torr.  

 

Figure 3.5 Illustration of the lineshapes of FM signals obtained at various detection 
phases. The lineshapes are based upon the Voigt profile, with a Doppler HWHM 
broadening of 250 MHz and a collision broadening of 200 MHz. The detection phase 
varies from 0° to 330°, with a step of 30°.  

As is seen in Figure 3.6, due to the increased number of absorbers in the 
interaction region, the signal size increases with pressure in the low pressure 
region. In the intermediate pressure regime, the signal size levels off since 
the collision broadening reduces the magnitude of the area-normalized 
lineshape function, which then counteracts the effect of the increased 
number of absorbers. When the pressure is increased even more, the size of 
FM signal starts to decrease due to the fact that the collision broadened 
profiles make the system undermodulated for a pertinent modulation 
frequency. The maxima in Figure 3.6 indicate the pressure conditions at 
which the ‘optimal’ signals can be detected. The pressure at which the 
maximum signal sizes appear is affected by a number of parameters, mainly 
spectroscopic parameters but also the modulation frequency. It is also noted 
that, due to their different lineshapes, the maxima for absorption and 
dispersion signals appear at different pressures. 
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Figure 3.6 Normalized peak-to-peak value of the FM absorption (solid lines) and 
dispersion (dashed lines) signals as a function of pressure for four different collision 
broadening coefficients. This simulation is based upon a Voigt profile with a Doppler 
HWHM broadening of 250 MHz and employs a modulation frequency of 400 MHz.  

3.2 The Fabry-Perot Cavity 

3.2.1.1 Empty cavity 

In NICE-OHMS, cavity enhancement is implemented by employing a Fabry-
Perot cavity, which is made of two highly reflecting mirrors. The laser light is 
geometrically matched to longitudinal cavity modes, whereby higher-order 
cavity modes, also termed transverse cavity modes, are prevented. Since only 
longitudinal cavity modes are excited, the cavity spectrum (see Figure 3.7) 
represents periodic peaks that are evenly spaced by a frequency distance 
termed the free spectral range (FSR). For a Fabry-Perot cavity with a 
physical length of L , filled with a gas of refractive index n , the frequency 
spacing between adjacent longitudinal modes is given by 

 .
2FSR
c

nL
    (3.5) 

 

Figure 3.7 Transmission of three adjacent longitudinal cavity modes with a HWHM 
width of c , evenly spaced by a FSR of FSR .  
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In the case of an impedance matched cavity [55] with no losses, composed of 
two mirrors with equal reflectivities, the cavity transmission function in the 
vicinity of each cavity mode is expressed by an Airy function, 
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where q  denotes the detuning frequency from the q th cavity mode, and 
F  is the cavity finesse, which has a dependence on the mirror reflectivity r  
given by 
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For a small laser detuning, i.e., q FSR   , and a high finesse cavity, 
Eq.(3.6) can be approximated to  
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where c  is the HWHM cavity width. This entity is related to the finesse F  
and the FSR of the cavity by  
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Equation (3.8) thus shows that the transmission of a high finesse cavity is 
described by a Lorentzian profile.  

In NICE-OHMS, the laser frequency is actively resonant with a cavity mode 
by the use of frequency stabilization feedback. The intracavity and the 
transmitted intensity discussed below are therefore henceforth referred to 
their resonance situations.  

Inside a cavity consisting of two mirrors with equal transmission coefficients 
t , the laser light goes back and forth, building up the intracavity intensity c

iI  
as,  
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where 0
cI  is the intensity of the light incident on the cavity input mirror. The 

transmission intensity c
outI  is accordingly given as,  
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3.2.1.2 Cavity containing absorbers 

In the presence of an absorber, the intensity transmitted from a cavity based 
upon mirrors with equal and large reflectivities r  and equal transmittivities 
t  can be written  
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where   is the single-pass absorbance. Under the assumption of small 
absorbance, the effective absorbance eff  in the presence of an absorber can 
thereby be expressed as 
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This shows that the absorbance inside a cavity will be enhanced by a factor of 
2 /F  . A cavity constructed by mirrors with a reflectivity of 99.9%, for 
which the finesse is 3240, thereby provides a cavity enhancement of 2000.  

3.3 The NICE-OHMS analytical signal 

In the NICE-OHMS technique, both the carrier and the two sidebands in a 
FM triplet are resonant with three longitudinal cavity modes. By this, the 
triplet goes through the cavity as if the cavity would not be there, although 
the intensity of the FM triplet still benefits from the cavity enhancement. 
This implies that the lineshape of the NICE-OHMS signal inherits that of 
FMS signal. NICE-OHMS can therefore simply be considered as frequency 
modulation inside a cavity.  Accordingly, the analytical NICE-OHMS signal 
can be written  
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where the signal strength 0
noS  is given by 

    0 0 0 1 .no
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F
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   (3.15) 

The Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) imply that the NICE-OMHS signal is almost the 
same as the FMS signal given in Eq. (3.4), with the only exception being that 
the former additionally has an enhancement factor of /F  .  

For the purpose to remove low frequency noise in the NICE-OHMS signal, 
additionally wavelength modulation can be implemented, termed WM 
NICE-OHMS, which is detailed discussed in Ref [56, 57].  

The expressions above are the basis for concentration assessments of NICE-
OHMS under various pressures. By fitting Eq. (3.14) based upon a suitable 
lineshape function, to a measured signal, and relying on a calibration point, 
taken under well specified conditions, the concentration of a certain species 
in a gas sample can be assessed under a variety of conditions, e.g. at various 
pressures.  

In order to illustrate some typical NICE-OHMS signal, and simultaneously 
exemplify how Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent effects can influence 
the NICE-OHMS signal, simulations of Eq. (3.14) based on the most relevant 
types of lineshape functions are given in Figure 3.8 for a given set of 
conditions (the parameters, which are given in the figure caption, represent 
typical experimental conditions).  

The uppermost panels, (a) and (b), display typical NICE-OHMS absorption 
and dispersion lineshapes at a pressure for which Dicke narrowing effects 
appear. The simulations are based on both the Rautian lineshape function 
(solid markers in the uppermost windows) and the Voigt profile (solid lines). 
The lower windows display the difference between the two, denoted 
“residual”. The simulations given in the upper windows agree to a large 
extent with the phenomenologically predicted signals given in Figure 3.3.  

The lowermost panels, (c) and (d), display the corresponding situation for a 
higher pressure, at which SDEs dominates. In the upper windows of these 
panels, the solid markers represent typical NICE-OHMS absorption and 
dispersion lineshapes based upon the SDV lineshape functions whereas the 
solid and the dashed curves represent the NICE-OHMS signals based upon 
the Voigt and the Rautian lineshape functions, respectively. The lower 
windows illustrate the differences between the NICE-OHMS lineshapes 
based on the SDV and the other lineshapes, respectively. The simulations 
show that the simulated NICE-OHMS signals (the upper windows) again 
have large accordance with the predicted signals given in Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.8 Simulations of the influence of Dicke narrowing (upper two panels) and 
SDEs (lower two panels) on NICE-OHMS signals at pressures of 40 and 180 Torr 
detected in absorption (left column) and dispersion (right column). The individual 
markers in the uppermost window of panel (a) and (b) represent simulated NICE-
OHMS signals using the Rautian (Dicke narrowing) and SDV (SDEs) models 
respectively, whereas the solid and the dotted curves indicate the corresponding fitted 
NICE-OHMS signals using Voigt and Rautian lineshape functions, respectively. The 
residuals are shown in the lower one/two windows of each panel. The Doppler HWHM 
width is 235 MHz, and the modulation frequency is 381 MHz. The collision widths are 
60 and 360 MHz for Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent effects, and the narrowing 
frequencies are, in turn, 40 and 135 MHz, respectively.   

As is indicated in the figure, all residuals show characteristic wavelike 
patterns with odd symmetry. For both effects, when the NICE-OHMS 
expressions based upon the Voigt profile are used, similar residuals are seen; 
for the absorption mode of detection, they have a wavelike form with in total 
four peaks and four troughs, whereas for the dispersion mode of detection, 
the corresponding residual is of similar form but contains only three peaks 
and three troughs. For the case when there are SDEs, the fits based upon the 
Rautian profiles show residuals that are dissimilar to those of the Voigt 
functions. The one corresponding to absorption has solely two peaks and 
troughs and, within the closest proximity to the center of the transition, a 
magnitude that is smaller than for the case when the Voigt profile is used. 
The dispersion residual consists likewise of two peaks and two troughs, 
although its magnitude is significantly larger than for the Voigt profile. All 
this illustrates how the effects of Dicke narrowing and SDEs are expected to 
affect the NICE-OHMS signal. All this indicates that the narrowing effects, 
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both in the absorption and the dispersion mode of detection, should be 
clearly discernible by the NICE-OHMS technique.    
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4 Experimental Implementation 

The experiments in this thesis are performed on a NICE-OHMS setup 
incorporating a distributed-feedback (DFB) laser. The wide wavelength 
tunability of the DFB laser (20 GHz by injection current) gives the NICE-
OHMS technique a possibility to address transitions in the pressure 
broadened regime, in this case up to 1/3 of an atmosphere, in which 
spectroscopic phenomena beyond the Voigt profile can be observed and 
investigated. This is in contrast to the well-established fiber laser based 
NICE-OHMS setup [56, 58, 59], which has a limited tunability of around 3 
GHz. In comparison with this system, the DFB-laser-based NICE-OHMS 
setup additionally incorporates a feedback control loop for stabilization of 
the laser intensity, and a reference cavity for accurate calibration of the 
frequency scale. On the other hand, the relatively wider linewidth of the DFB 
laser requires more efforts to achieve a good locking of the laser frequency.  

4.1 Construction of a DFB-laser-based NICE-OHMS Setup 

The DFB-laser-based NICE-OHMS setup (described in detail in Paper I) is 
schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1, and its corresponding experimental 
setup is shown in Figure 4.2. Detailed specifications of optical components 
are listed in Table 4-1. 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. Bold lines represent 
optical fibers, dotted lines mark free space beam propagation, whereas thin lines with 
arrows are electrical wires. OI, optical isolator; IM, intensity modulator; EOM, electro-
optic modulator; pol., polarizer; / 2 , half-wave plate; / 4 , quarter-wave plate; PD, 
potodetector; Ph, phase shifter; BP, bandpass filter; LP, low-pass filter; DBM, double-
balanced mixer, col1 and col2, collimators.  
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Figure 4.2 Experimental setup of DFB-laser-based NICE-OHMS. On the top of the 
rack, DFB laser sits to the far left and its current and temperature controller sit by. The 
whole optical setup is configured on the optical table. The stable RF source and VCO 
are compacted into one metal casing. The homemade electronic circuits are packed 
into a tailored aluminous box.  

The light emitted from the DFB laser was first led through two fiber-based 
optical isolators (OI) to prevent optical feedback to the laser diode. This light 
was then sent into a fiber splitter, which, in turn, sent 90% of the laser light 
into an intensity modulator (IM) for an active stabilization of the laser 
intensity. This light was then frequency modulated at two frequencies in an 
electro-optic modulator (EOM) to produce one pair of sidebands at 20 MHz 
for locking of the laser to the sample cavity and another pair at 381 MHz 
(with a modulation index of 0.44) to produce the mode triplet for the NICE-
OHMS signal. All fibers in the setup were polarization maintaining (PM) 
single-mode fibers. The light left the fiber through a collimator and was 
mode matched to the cavity TEM00 mode by the use of a single lens. A free 
space polarizer was used to clean the polarization state of the light coming 
from the fiber and to adjust the optical power in front of the cavity. 

The light reflected from the cavity was picked up by the help of a polarizing 
beam splitter (PBS) cube and a quarter-wave plate, and directed onto a 1 
GHz bandwidth photodetector (PD1). By using this light, the frequency of the 
laser was locked to a cavity mode by the PDH technique [47], while the 
modulation frequency was locked to the free spectral range (FSR) of the 
cavity by the deVoe and Brewer technique [60]. By the use of a half-wave 
plate and the aforementioned PBS cube a fraction of the power transmitted 
through the IM was redirected to a reference photodetector (PD3). This 
signal was used for controlling the IM.   

The light transmitted through the cavity was detected with a 1 GHz band-
width photodetector (PD2).  
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Table 4-1 Specification of optical components used in DFB-laser-based NICE-OHMS setup 
Device Model Company 
DFB laser NLK1C6DAAA NEL 
Optical isolator IS-D-A-1530-900-5 Opneti 
Electro-optic modulator LMP-001-15 General Photonics 
Acousto-optic modulator MODA-110-4W AA Opto-Electronic 
Photodetector  (PD1/2/3) 1611 New Focus 
Photodetector (PD4) 2033 New Focus 
Polarizing beam splitter  Ekspla 
Collimator F240APC-1550 Thorlabs 
Intensity modulator Mach-10 Covega Corporation 
PM single-mode fibers FC/APC connectors  
Quarter-wave plate  Ekspla 
Half-wave plate  Ekspla 

 

Since scanning is performed by sending a signal to one of the piezos on the 
cavity, and the laser is locked to the cavity, the laser frequency follows the 
cavity mode instantaneously. Hence, any nonlinear behavior of the PZTs or 
their drivers will affect the laser scan and thereby the frequency-scale in all 
measurements. As is known from previous studies, the accuracy of the 
frequency scale is of importance for lineshape investigations. Therefore, a 
reference cavity was employed to correct for any possible nonlinearity of the 
frequency scale. The cavity is made of Zerodur, which has an extremely small 
thermal expansion ( 7 110 K  ), one order of magnitude below that of the 
best metal alloy, i.e., Invar. Therefore this cavity provides stable and accurate 
(narrow) frequency markers. The cavity was probed by light sent though the 
aforementioned fiber splitter; 10% of the laser light was mode matched to 
the TEM00 mode of the reference cavity. After passing this cavity, the light 
was detected by a fourth photodetector (PD4). During a frequency scan, 
consecutive cavity modes are recorded, which are evenly spaced by the FSR 
of the reference cavity, which was assessed to 379.92 MHz. Afterwards, a 
nonlinear polynomial fit was used to linearize the frequency scale. Compared 
to previous approaches to calibrate the frequency scale [56, 59, 61, 62], in 
which the sample cavity was used to create frequency markers during a 
separate scan with the laser unlocked, the method mentioned above has the 
advantage that the laser can be locked while the markers are taken, thus 
giving the possibility of a fast curve fitting immediately after each set of 
signal acquisition.  

The positions of the optical components were optimized according to the 
etalon immune principle [63, 64], which says that a frequency modulated 
signal does not contain any background signals from etalons whose FSR is 
equal to a multiple of the modulation frequency in the dispersion phase or a 
multiple of half the modulation frequency in the absorption phase [63, 64]. 
Therefore, the free space optical components were, as far as possible, 
physically separated by multiples of the cavity length (39.4 cm). For 
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example, collimator 1 (col1) was positioned 118 cm from the input mirror of 
the cavity, i.e., at three times the cavity length. The beam splitter cube and 
the polarizer were placed 39 cm and 79 cm from the input cavity mirror, 
respectively. The half-wave plate was placed immediately after the polarizer 
so as to be as close as possible to the noise immune distance. In addition, the 
photodetectors in the measurement path, i.e., PD1, PD2, and PD3, were 
placed one cavity length from their closest cavity mirrors.   

In order to produce NICE-OHMS signals and to actively lock the modulation 
frequency to the cavity FSR, a RF frequency at 381 MHz was employed, 
generated by a tunable voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) with a tunability 
of ± 100 kHz. For the locking of the modulation frequency, an error signal 
was obtained by demodulating the cavity reflected signal at 361 MHz, i.e., at 
the difference between the 381 and the 20 MHz frequencies, using a double-
balanced mixer (DBM), a phase shifter, and a band-pass filter. The error 
signal was then sent to a homemade servo producing a correction signal fed 
into the VCO. 

For the detection of the NICE-OHMS signal, the signals transmitted through 
the sample cavity, detected by PD2, was first amplified and then 
demodulated at the modulation frequency, i.e., 380 MHz, by use of another 
double-balanced mixer. Also here was a phase shifter placed in the reference 
arm to provide adjustment of the detection phase of the NICE-OHMS 
signals, e.g., to pure absorption or dispersion, or a combination thereof. 
Detailed specifications of optical components are listed in Table 4-2.  

Table 4-2 Specification of electronics  

Device Model Company 
RF source  @ 20 MHz Metrinova AB 
Voltage controlled oscillator @ 380 MHz Metrinova AB 
Band-pass filter @ 361 MHz Metrinova AB 
29 dB RF amplifier ZRL-700 Mini-Circuits 
19 dB RF amplifier ZFL-500HLN Mini-Circuits 
Double-balanced mixer ZLW-1 Mini-Circuits 
Low-pass filter PLP-5 Mini-Circuits 
Phase shifter JSPHS-446 Mini-Circuits 
Phase shifter  JSPHS-26 Mini-Circuits 
Power splitter/combiner ZFSC-2-1 Mini-Circuits 
Data-acquisition card NI PCI-6251 National Instruments 

 

Scanning of the cavity length, and thus the laser frequency, was achieved by 
feeding a triangular voltage ramp to one of the cavity PZTs. The maximum 
stroke of the longer and shorter PZT corresponds to a shift of the cavity 
mode frequency by 16.5 GHz and 7.6 GHz, respectively. Signals from a single 
acetylene line were acquired at a rate of 1 Hz and averaged 10 times. A 
background is measured immediately after each measurement with the 
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cavity filled with buffer gas at the same total pressure as during the 
measurement, so as to compensate for any possible frequency shift of the 
cavity mode.  

4.2 Principle of laser frequency stabilization 

There are several reasons why the center frequency of the laser in NICE-
OHMS needs to be stabilized and actively resonant with one longitudinal 
cavity mode. First, when the laser frequency is scanned over a molecular 
spectrum, the cavity mode has to coincide with the laser frequency so that 
the intensity of the light can be cavity enhanced. Secondly, the laser 
frequency stabilization squeezes the laser light into the cavity mode by 
narrowing the laser linewidth, hence efficiently making use of the power of 
the light. Finally, alternations of the laser frequencies can be caused by many 
reasons, i.e., the temperature drift, electronic noise in the current, etc. These 
disturbances can be eliminated with the help of active laser frequency 
stabilization.  

4.2.1 Feedback control theory 

In practice, the stabilization can be implemented by various approaches [65-
71]. Since most of the locking schemes employ negative feedback loops, 
including those used here, a basic introduction of control theory is given.  

In a feedback controlled system, as is shown in Figure 4.3, a controlled 
system with transfer function  G f  (e.g. the laser with its driver), affected 
by external noise Z , is producing a controlled output X , which is then 
compared with a reference value refX , giving a difference value refX X . 
The controller with a transfer function  H f  (e.g. servo electronics) takes 
the difference value as its input and produces an output variable, Y , that 
controls the controlled system. Hereby a closed feedback loop is formed. The 
controlled variable, based upon the parameters given above, is given by 

 
   
   

 
   1 1ref

G f H f G f
X X Z

G f H f G f H f
 

 
 , (4.1) 

where the factors in front of refX  and Z  are defined as the closed loop 
transfer function and the disturbance propagation respectively. The product 
   G f H f  is defined as the open loop transfer function. The transfer 

functions are in general complex and characterized by gain and phase shift 
as functions of (radio) frequency.  
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Figure 4.3 Illustration of a negative feedback control theory. X  is the controlled 
output, refX  is the reference value to produce 

Equation (4.1) shows that the closed loop transfer function should be as close 
as possible to 1 in order to efficiently steer X  to the reference value refX . 
This can be obtained by giving the open loop transfer function a high gain. 
Similarly, in order to minimize the influence of the disturbance Z , the 
disturbance propagation function ideally needs to approach zero. Both these 
goals can be achieved by giving the controller a high gain.  Therefore, in 
practice, the gain of both the open loop transfer function and the controller 
should be high in a well-functioning feedback controlled system.  

On the other hand, high gain cannot be maintained over all frequencies due 
to finite phase lags from the components in the system. For electronic 
devices, a finite slew-rate gives inexorably rise to phase lags that aggravate 
locking.  As can be seen from Eq. (4.1), the closed loop transfer function is 
not allowed to produce a unity gain at the frequency at which the phase lag is 

180  , since then even a small disturbance at this particular frequency will 
produce oscillations due to positive feedback.  

In the design of a feedback control system, the Bode diagram is a useful tool 
to model and evaluate the performance of the system, consisting of gain and 
phase lag as a function of frequency plotted in logarithmic scale respectively. 
The principle of the design of a stable feedback system based upon a Bode 
diagram is as follows. For best stability, at low frequencies, the open loop 
gain should be as high as possible. As the frequency develops, the gain 
decreases and, for stability purposes, the unity gain point should be obtained 
before the frequency at which the phase lag approaches 180  , in practice a 
minimum of 150   is needed. In addition, to prevent oscillations, the slope 
around the unity gain point should not be above -20 dB/decade. For 
practical implementations, the frequency where the unity gain point resides, 
which indicates the bandwidth of the feedback control system, should be 
high enough to stabilize the system over the frequencies where all possible 
disturbances are located. Examples of Bode plots are given below. 
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4.2.2 Laser Frequency Stabilization 

The approach to produce an error signal for the active stabilization of the 
laser frequency to a cavity mode is based upon the Pound-Drever-Hall 
(PDH) stabilization scheme [47, 72-74]. In this technique, which is 
schematically shown in Figure 4.4, the laser light is frequency modulated 
through an electro-optic modulator (EOM) at a frequency that is larger than 
the cavity mode width but lower than half of the FSR. This light is then sent 
towards the cavity. The reflected light is detected by a photodiode. A phase 
shifter and a mixer are used to demodulate the FM signal from this detector 
at the modulation frequency. Finally, demodulating the reflection signal in 
the dispersion mode of detection will produce an error signal of odd 
symmetry shown in Figure 4.5.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Schematic of laser frequency stabilization employing Pound-Drever-Hall 
scheme. The solid and dotted lines denote propagation of electronic signals and light 
respectively.  

In short, this error signal can be modeled by Eq. (3.4), in which the spectral 
lineshape functions are replaced by the cavity reflection profile while the 
detection phase is set to pure dispersion. Particularly, the insert in Figure 
4.5, zooming in the error signal in the vicinity of the cavity resonance, shows 
an approximately linear slope. Therefore, within the linewidth of the cavity 
mode, the PDH scheme produces an error signal whose magnitude is 
proportional to the frequency discrepancy between the light and the cavity 
resonance. The odd symmetry of the error signal indicates the sign of the 
discrepancy. This concept is discussed further below. 
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Figure 4.5 Error signal produced by PDH stabilization scheme. The insert zooms into 
the signal around the resonance of the cavity mode. The modulation frequency is 20 
MHz and the cavity HWHM width is 411 KHz which are in line with experiments.  

In order to design a feedback loop for the purpose of stabilizing the laser 
frequency, the responses of all components contributing to the open loop 
gain need to be known. Regarding the laser, its amplitude and phase shift 
were measured as a function of frequency by the use of a Fabry-Perot cavity. 
First, a sine wave of a given modulation frequency was applied to the laser 
controller giving a sine scan of the laser frequency while the laser light 
transmitted through the cavity was recorded. Then, the magnitude of the 
input voltage as well as the offset voltage of the PZT controller were adjusted 
so two cavity modes barely appear in a single scan on an oscilloscope. This 
implies that that particular input voltage provides a scanning that 
corresponds to a cavity FSR. The ratio of these two, i.e. the cavity FSR 
divided by the input voltage, represents the amplitude response [Hz/V] of 
the laser system for that particular modulation frequency. The phase shift at 
this particular modulation frequency was obtained by comparing the time 
difference between the starting point of the sine wave and the former cavity 
mode in a single scan. This time difference was then converted to a phase 
shift (in units of degrees). Repeatedly performing the same procedure 
through all the modulation frequencies used in the design of the loop will 
provide the transfer function of the laser system.  

4.2.3 Modes of Locking 

Basically, there are two types of locking approaches, i.e., those utilizing 
internal and a combination of internal and external actuators, respectively.  
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4.2.3.1 Internal locking - stabilization by controlling the laser 

In the former scheme, the correction signal affects the laser itself, regulating 
the laser frequency directly. For the case with the DFB laser, the control 
signal was fed to the input of the driver, which in turn controls the injection 
current. By this, the laser frequency can be stabilized by actively regulating 
the current.  

4.2.3.2 External locking – additional stabilization by AOM or EOM 

Whenever the internal actuators of the laser are not fast enough or do not 
have enough tunability to allow for the locking of the laser an external 
actuator must be used. The latter scheme therefore incorporates, in addition 
to at least one internal actuator, one or several external devices that are 
capable of altering the optical frequency. The most commonly used external 
actuators are the acousto optical modulators (AOM) [74, 75] and electro 
optical modulators (EOM) [74, 76, 77].  

The former ones provide a shift of the frequency of the laser that is 
proportional to the frequency of a voltage signal that is fed to it, which 
implies that it is often used together with a voltage-to-frequency converter. 
Since the frequency excursion of the light is directly proportional to the 
voltage applied to this converter, this system can be used in a similar manner 
as most internal actuators.  

The frequency shift induced by an EOM, on the other hand, is given by the 
derivative of the phase. When the laser light goes through an EOM, which 
modulates the phase of the light in proportion to the voltage applied to it, the 
frequency of the light can be expressed as,  

  0
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t t
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where mV  and m  are the magnitude and the frequency of the modulation 
signal applied to the EOM, and V  is the Pi-voltage of the EOM, defined as 
the voltage for which the phase shift is  . This shows that the frequency of 
the light can be altered by modulating the phase of the light, and that the 
shift of the frequency of the light, disc , can be written as  
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          . (4.3) 

This shows that the amplitude response of the EOM (in units of Hz/V) can be 
expressed as, 
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Hence, for a Pi-voltage of 5 V, which is typical for a fiber-based EOM, the 
amplitude response at 100 kHz can be estimated to be up to 63 kHz/V.  

It is also worth to note that the phase shift of the EOM, given by Eq. (4.3), 
contains a cosine term although the modulation is applied as sinusoidal 
term. This implies that there is always a 90  phase difference between the 
modulations of the frequency and the applied voltage. 

It is clear that it is an advantage if the locking can be performed solely using 
internal actuators, since it requires fewer components involved and the setup 
is simpler. However, sometimes the intrinsic properties of the laser prevent 
sufficient bandwidth, limiting the quality of locking. In contrast, although an 
external locking scheme gives rise to a more complicated system, it has often 
the advantage that it can provide a higher bandwidth, and thereby a better 
locking. 

4.2.3.3 NICE-OHMS – the forgiving technique  

In principle, since the modulation frequency of the light is equal to the FSR 
of the cavity, the NICE-OHMS technique is immune to frequency to intensity 
noise conversion. Hence, it does not require a super tight locking of the laser 
to the cavity. However, due to practical reasons, e.g., the presence of etalon 
and residual amplitude modulation (RAM), frequency noise will still affect 
the quality of the NICE-OHMS signal (although to a rather low degree). 
Hence, in order to obtain the highest possible performance of the system, a 
good quality of locking is still desirable. In the development of fiber-laser 
based NICE-OHMS, as has proven to be a very versatile realization of NICE-
OHMS, an AOM was recently incorporated to improve on the locking [75]. 
This improved on the detection sensitivity markedly. For the DFB system, 
the use of any external device would suggest the use of an EOM. Both of 
these cases are discussed in this section.  

4.2.4 Locking of a Fiber-laser to a Fabry-Perot cavity – Fiber-
laser-based NICE-OHMS 

For the first implementation of the fiber-laser-based NICE-OHMS setup [59, 
78, 79], an internal locking scheme was used to stabilize the laser frequency. 
However, the bandwidth was limited to 30 kHz due to an associate phase 
shift caused by amplitude resonances of the PZT stage of the fiber laser at 35 
and 46 kHz. Since the laser linewidth is only 1 kHz, such a bandwidth was 
sufficient to lock the laser to a cavity mode reasonably well. However, for 
improved performance, an updated setup has been developed, incorporating 
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an external locking scheme based upon a fiber-coupled AOM [75]. This 
improved significantly the locking and accordingly gave rise to a better 
performance of the system.  

The principle of AOM locking is based upon the fact that the frequency of 
light going through an AOM will be shifted by an amount given by of the 
radio frequency which is applied to it. Therefore by actively adjusting the 
frequency of an input radio (voltage) signal, the laser frequency can be 
locked to the resonance of the cavity mode.  

The schematic for the locking of a laser to a cavity mode by an AOM is 
illustrated in Figure 4.6, in which two paths in the feedback loop play a role 
in different frequency regimes. The sidebands for the locking are produced 
by the EOM. The slow loop incorporating the fiber laser is used to correct for 
the low frequency disturbance. This path is necessarily needed when there 
are large low frequency drifts since such cannot be compensated by the fast 
loop. The fast loop consists of an AOM. Since the AOM has a working 
bandwidth up to hundreds of kHz, it can correct for high frequency noise in 
the laser frequency.  

 

Figure 4.6 Schematic of fiber-laser locking based upon an external scheme 
incorporating an AOM. The thick and thin solid lines denote the propagation of light 
in fiber and electronic signals in cables respectively. The dotted lines represent the 
propagation of light in free space.  

The Bode plot of the transfer function for the aforementioned locking 
scheme is given in Figure 4.7, in which the open loop transfer functions of 
the slow loop (dashed), the fast loop (dotted), and the total loop (solid) are 
represented separately.  

The open loop transfer functions consist of several components, i.e., the PZT 
in the laser or the AOM, the cavity, and the control servo. The responses of 
the first components are fixed and given, whereas the latter is the one whose 
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properties can be shaped to provide a useful transfer function. As is shown in 
Paper V, at low frequencies, the slow servo loop performs the major job by 
means of a high gain (ca 100 dB). At and around 10 Hz, the gain of the slow 
loop is bent down due to the resonances of the PZT. The fast loop takes over 
the feedback above 100 Hz. As the frequency develops, the unity gain is 
obtained at around 100 kHz, which is mainly limited by the phase shift of the 
AOM. Overall, the external locking scheme benefits significantly from the 
high bandwidth of the AOM (hundreds of kHz), thus giving the possibility to 
expand the working region of the feedback loop as well as to have a better 
lock at low frequencies by an increase of the gain.  

 

 

Figure 4.7 Bode plot of the transfer function for the AOM locking scheme, illustrated 
as gain (a) and phase shift (b). The three curves in each panel represent the slow loop 
incorporating an PZT (dashed, blue), the fast loop based upon the AOM (dotted, red) 
and their combination (solid, black), respectively.  

In order to illustrate the improvement of laser locking by the use of the 
AOM, spectra of the PDH error signals at the input of the control servo in the 
absence and in the presence of AOM were detected and are shown in Figure 
4.8. This plot represents the disturbance propagation function defined in Eq. 
(4.1), which indicates the ability of the feedback system to suppress the 
disturbances at various frequencies. The two curves represent locking using 
the PZT and the AOM locking schemes respectively. For the PZT locking 
scheme (the upper curve), the bump around 10 kHz corresponds to the 
bandwidth, while the bump at 35 kHz originates from the resonance in the 
PZT stage of the fiber laser. In contrast, the AOM locking scheme (the lower 
curve) significantly reduces the noise up to frequencies of around 80 kHz. 
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Particularly, below 10 kHz, the AOM locking scheme reduces the noise 40 dB 
with respect to that of the PZT locking scheme.  

 

Figure 4.8 Power spectrum of the PDH error signals for the PZT (black) and the AOM 
(red) locking schemes in the fiber-laser-based NICE-OHMS setup.  

4.2.5 Locking of a DFB-laser to a Fabry-Perot cavity – DFB-
laser-based NICE-OHMS 

4.2.5.1 Internal locking scheme 

The linewidth of the DFB laser is specified to be 70 kHz, and the center 
frequency of the laser can be tuned by both the diode current and the 
temperature of the diode. Since the temperature response is slow, to achieve 
a sufficiently high bandwidth, the diode current is addressed in the internal 
locking scheme. The transfer function of the DFB laser addressing the 
current is given in Figure 4.9.  

Panel (a) shows that the amplitude response of the laser is reasonable 
constant for frequencies up to around 1 kHz, while it decreases significantly 
at hundreds of kHz. Panel (b) shows that the phase develops a lag of 180   
around 700 kHz. In the internal locking scheme, this phase lag turns out to 
be a factor limiting the bandwidth of the feedback control loop.  

The current applied to the laser diode is provided by a custom-made high-
bandwidth driver. The most recent driver has two modulation inputs. One is 
a slow input with a working bandwidth from DC up to around 770 Hz, which 
can provide a current tunability of 16  mA, corresponding to a laser 
frequency excursion of this particular DFB laser of 5 GHz. The other is a 
fast input with a bandwidth above 1 MHz, which can supply a maximum 
current amplitude of ±90 µA, thus giving a considerable smaller frequency 
tunability of 2.8  MHz. The idea of the two-input design is that the slow 
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input is used to keep the laser locked during scans, which is always 
performed at low frequencies (<10 Hz), whereas the fast input is mainly used 
to narrow the laser linewidth in order to squeeze more light into the cavity 
mode and also to reduce frequency to intensity conversion noise in the cavity 
transmission. Hence, although the fast input has a limited tunability, the 
benefit of it is to decrease the noise at higher frequencies; up to the 
bandwidth of the feedback loop, which is around a few hundreds of kHz.  

 

Figure 4.9 Transfer function of the DFB laser. The amplitude (a) in the upper panel 
and the phase (b) in the lower panel.  

A homemade electronic servo was designed on a breadboard and was 
integrated into the total feedback control loop. Its transfer functions are 
shown in Figure 4.10. It is shown in panel (a) that the slow loop provides 
locking from DC up to around 40 Hz, beyond which the fast loop takes over. 
Above this handover point, the gain decreases with frequency. In the slow 
control loop, there are two optional integrator stages built in whose transfer 
function is denoted by the black dashed straight line below ten Hz. After the 
initial locking is achieved, the two integrators will be turned on in order to 
stiffening the laser lock at low frequencies. At the cross-over frequency at 
around 40 Hz, i.e., where the gain levels of the slow and fast loops intersect, 
the gain between the two loops is made smaller than 20 dB/decade to 
provide a stable lock (if this constrain would be violated, the two loops would 
counteract each other, giving rise to oscillations at this specific frequency).  
Figure 4.10 (b) shows that the total transfer function has a 180   phase shift 
at 400 kHz, which thus is an upper limit for the bandwidth. Therefore the 
corresponding gain transfer function is designed to cross the unity level 
slightly below that.  
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Figure 4.10 Open loop transfer function of the internal locking scheme for the DFB 
laser. Gain (a) in the upper and phase (b) in the lower panel with slow (blue dashed), 
fast (red dotted) and total (integrator off: black solid, on: black dashed) transfer 
functions respectively.  

In order to evaluate the performance of the laser locking, with the laser 
locked, the error signal was monitored by a spectrum analyzer (Agilent 
E4440A). A typical spectrum is shown in Figure 4.11 (a). It shows that the 
noises at low frequencies are significantly reduced, e.g., more than 20 dB 
around DC. The bump at 260 kHz agrees with the predicted bandwidth 
according to the simulations in Figure 4.10.  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.11 (a) Power spectrum (a) of the error signal, and transmitted signals after the 
optical cavity for large (b) and small (c) time scales.  

Another parameter that can be used to evaluate the locking performance is 
the noise in the transmitted light after the cavity (since a poor lock will give 
rise to significant frequency-to-intensity noise). The transmission signal is 
given in Figure 4.11 (b) and (c) over a large and a short time scale, 
respectively. These panels show that with the laser locked the transmission 
intensity drops down momentarily by 50% [Figure 4.11 (b)], and that the 
largest intensity drops take place at frequencies around 450 kHz [Figure 4.11 
(c)]. This noise is not laser intensity noise, since measuring the laser 
intensity from a free running laser directly (by the transmission detector) 
does not show any such intensity fluctuation. The 450 kHz noise is neither 
mainly from locking electronics, which is proven by an experimental 
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demonstration performed as follows. By monitoring the direct transmission 
of light through the cavity under unlocked condition while the PZT of the 
cavity is scanned around one cavity mode, it still shows this 450 kHz noise 
component (not shown). Therefore, a possible origin of this major noise is 
that it might come from the laser intrinsic frequency noise or the current 
noise in its driver. As a matter of fact, this 450 kHz noise corresponds to a 
disturbance of the laser frequency at 255 kHz originating from the fact that 
when the laser is jittering across the center of the cavity mode with a given 
frequency, the symmetry of the cavity mode will make the transmitted 
intensity fluctuating at twice the modulation frequency. As a result of 
a 180  phase lag of the laser diode at 700 kHz, the locking feedback loop 
cannot produce sufficient gain at 200-300 kHz to correct for it. In other 
words, the internal locking scheme is not capable of improving the locking 
performance significantly more.  

As was alluded to above, although NICE-OHMS ideally is immune to 
frequency-to-intensity converted noise, such noise is however inevitably 
coupled into the signals due to various types of background signals, e.g., 
those from etalons and RAM. Therefore, improving the laser locking is 
indispensable if the system is to be given improved stability and 
performance.  

4.2.5.2 External locking scheme by EOM 

In order to have enough capability to correct for the disturbance of the laser 
frequency at 255 kHz, an external locking scheme could be solution. For the 
DFB laser, a locking scheme incorporating an acoustic optic modulator 
(AOM) will not work. The reason is that the shift of the frequency of the light 
in an AOM is produced by an acoustic wave in the acoustic optical medium. 
Since these have a finite propagation time, an AOM cannot react at time 
scales above this, which typically are 100 kHz. Since there are noise at higher 
frequencies, e.g. at a few hundreds kHz, this implies that an AOM will not be 
sufficient.  

Contrary, since an EOM can be modulated much faster than an AOM, e.g., 
up to tens of GHz, an external locking scheme based upon an EOM would be 
a useful alternative.  

The basic principle of locking by the use of an EOM was given above. The 
locking scheme incorporating the EOM in this work is illustrated in Figure 
4.12. The two EOMs employed in this scheme have different purposes. The 
first EOM (with a proton exchanged waveguide) is used to produce the FM 
sidebands that are used for generating the PDH error signal. Since a proton 
exchanged EOM does not allow for the propagation of light with polarization 
orthogonal to the extraordinary axis, it does not produce much background 
signals, which other types of EOM can do (e.g., producing an offset in the 
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PDH error signal), as is shown in Paper VI, Paper VII and [64]. The 
triplet will then pass through the second EOM (with a Z-cut titanium 
diffused waveguide), which thus is used for the laser locking. The reason for 
the use of this particular EOM for the locking is that has short fiber arms (20 
cm each), which introduce less phase delay in the feedback system. This has 
been found to be important since the propagation path will significantly 
contribute to a phase delay at high radio frequencies. Thus, in order to 
minimize the phase delay, this short-leg EOM is placed after the ‘sideband’ 
EOM (which has fiber arms of 1.5 m).    

 

Figure 4.12 Schematic of DFB-laser locking based upon an external scheme 
incorporating EOM. The thick and thin solid lines denote propagation of light in fiber 
and electronic signals respectively. The dotted lines represent the propagation of light 
in free space. The dashed block diagram labeled by ‘Sine wave’ represents a sinusoidal 
wave applied to the Z-cut EOM.  

The transfer function of the Z-cut EOM was measured in the following way. 
First the laser light was locked to the cavity by the use of the PDH technique 
according to Figure 4.12, using the slow servo loop. Then the response of the 
Z-cut EOM attempted for locking was assessed by applying a fast sinusoidal 
voltage (in the kHz or MHz range, represented by the dashed block diagram 
‘sine wave’) to the input of the EOM and detecting the amplitude and the 
phase of the EOM error signal detection at the point ‘C’ in Figure 4.12. To 
avoid effects from the slow servo loop on the detected response, the gain in 
the slow servo loop is made ‘weak’, i.e., it is run with a minimum of feedback.  

The resulting amplitude and phase response of the ‘EOM system’ (consisting 
of EOM and the cavity) are given in Figure 4.13. Again, in order avoid the 
influence from the ‘slow’ servo, the figure illustrates only the response above 
10 kHz. Panel (b) shows that at low frequencies (below 100 kHz), there is a 

90   degree phase lead, which agrees with the theoretical prediction in Eq. 
(4.3), which shows that the frequency response of the electric field is given 
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by the first derivative of the phase response. This also explains the increase 
in amplitude response in this frequency range.  

 

 

Figure 4.13 Transfer function of the Z-cut EOM. The amplitude (a) in the upper panel 
and the phase (b) in the lower panel. 

Figure 4.13 (a) shows that there is a corner point a few hundreds of kHz, 
which makes the amplitude response to flatten out. This originates from the 
finite cavity linewidth. In the frequency domain, the optical cavity acts a ‘low 
pass filter’ with a corner frequency equal to the cavity HWHM width. The 
cavity linewidth was experimentally determined by fitting the PDH error 
signal with the cavity linewidth as a free parameter while the laser, running 
in free running mode, was scanned across the cavity mode. By doing this, the 
cavity linewidth was estimated to 410 kHz, which in large part agrees with 
turning frequency seen in Figure 4.13 (a).  

Thereby, as an ideal ‘low-pass filter’, the cavity adds a phase shift of 60   
around 1 MHz but no more than 90   at higher frequencies. However, the 
actual response is different from this. Figure 4.13 (b) shows that there is 
more phase shift than this, particularly at high frequencies (>1 MHz). The 
additional phase shift comes from the propagation of the wave through the 
transportation paths. It is know that any wave propagating a certain distance 
experiences a time delay, which in frequency space can be seen as a phase 
shift that is proportional to its frequency.  

Using the measured response of the EOM from above and the ideal response 
of the electronic system (i.e., without taking the finite bandwidths of the op-
amps into account), the open loop Bode plots of the various transfer 
functions in the system are simulated and illustrated in Figure 4.14.  
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Figure 4.14 Simulated Bode plot of the transfer function for EOM locking scheme, 
illustrated as gain (a) and phase shift (b). The three curves in each panel represent 
slow loop including current driver (dashed, blue), fast loop including the EOM (dotted, 
red) and their combination (solid, black), respectively.  

As is implied in the Bode plot shown in Figure 4.14, in the fast servo, one low 
pass filter at some kHz was added to smooth the crossover point where the 
slow and fast servos meet. Moreover, a phase-lead component working 
between 500 kHz and 3 MHz, was added to lift up the gain a bit around 
hundreds of kHz. The design of the total feedback loop aim for a bandwidth 
of 10 MHz in order to have high gain, thereby large capacity for correcting 
noise, in the hundreds of kHz range, particularly addressing the 255 kHz 
component mentioned above.  

However, the implementation of the EOM is limited by several practical 
problems. First of all, the phase delay above 1 MHz was found to be 
significantly larger than given by the simulation [Figure 4.14 (b)], which 
implies that the phase lag of 180   takes place at a lower bandwidth than 
expected. This might be due to the use of breadboards, on which the op-
amps, resistors, and capacitors are configured. At frequencies above 1 MHz, 
breadboards start to introduce additional phase shift due to capacitance 
effects between neighing pin holes. Such phase shifts are becoming more 
significant for higher frequencies. Therefore, the op-amps used on the 
breadboards always show lower bandwidths than their specifications. 
Secondly, there is noise or disturbances saturating the correction signal 
applied to EOM when the fast servo loop is activated. It is found that there 
are two possible sources of this noise or disturbance. Since the fast servo 
loop needs a proportional gain of 100 dB ( 510  times) to achieve the 
performance depicted in Figure 4.14 (a), one source is the amplified noise 
from the first op-amp. The other source is oscillations of large magnitude 
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above the feedback bandwidth when the fast servo loop is activated. The 
origin of these oscillations is not yet understood.  

Therefore, unfortunately the EOM locking scheme based upon the DFB laser 
could never be used in practice. In the future, it can be improved in two 
ways. One would be to build the electronics on printed circuits board in 
order to be less affected by phase delay, which would provide a higher 
bandwidth. The other attempt would be to either utilize an EOM with more 
intrinsic gain or op-amps with lower noise so that the saturating noises in 
the feedback system will not be a major problem.  

4.3 Signal acquisition 

4.3.1 Experimental conditions and procedures 

As is discussed in detail in the next chapter, experiments used for both 
studies of Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent effects in dispersion and 
NICE-OHMS (the Paper II and IV) were performed on an isolated 
transition of C2H2 at 6439.371 cm-1, identified as the Pe(33) transition in the 

1 1
1 3 4 4       band. The detection phase was calibrated on the same line by 

the use of purely Doppler-broadened NICE-OHMS signals, since these are 
not affected by collision broadening. There are mainly two means of 
calibrating the detection phase, and their principles and advantages and 
disadvantages are discussed in details in the following section.  

For best signal-to-noise conditions, the concentrations of the sample gas 
used in the measurements of Dicke narrowing and SDEs were different 
(since the signal size is proportional to the partial pressure of the sample 
gas). For the investigation of the Dicke narrowing effects, which in this case 
are prominent at pressures of a few tens of Torr, pure acetylene and nitrogen 
were mixed to produces a concentration in the ‰ range that yielded a signal 
with a suitable peak-to-peak value. The amount of acetylene in the cavity 
was, however, restricted by the assumption that the double-pass absorption 
of the analyte should be significantly smaller than the intracavity losses [11, 
78-80], i.e., that  

 2
F

    (4.5) 

is valid. This implies that the influence of the analyte on the cavity properties 
could be neglected.  

All investigations of SDEs were performed on a gas mixture containing 1000 
ppm (parts per million) C2H2 at total pressures in the 100 to 250 Torr range, 
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since this gave rise to reasonably good signals. This pressure region was 
chosen primarily because of two reasons. First, SDEs are prominent in this 
range, and second, the peak-to-peak size of the NICE-OHMS signal reaches 
its maximum in this pressure region, making it the optimum range for 
detection of C2H2 by the NICE-OHMS technique. The upper pressure limit 
was additionally restricted by the ability to keep the system locked while 
evacuating it, which in turn is given by the finite stroke of the PZTs.  

In order to correct for any remaining etalon background signals, a 
background signal was taken immediately after each measurement by 
pumping in buffer gas (N2) up to the same pressure as during the 
measurement and repeating the scan.  

4.3.2 Means of calibrating the detection phase 

Since the FMS signal is dissimilar in the two modes of detection (as was 
shown in Chapter 3.1), the detection phase can be retrieved by fitting 
expected FMS analytical signals to measured spectra in the Doppler limit. A 
common means to assess the detection phases in FMS is to address a 
transition in the Doppler limit, since under these conditions, the expected 
lineshapes are well known. The Doppler width of the fitted function were 
held fixed to its theoretical value based on the sample temperature, while the 
signal strength and the detection phase were free fitting parameters. Since 
the magnitude of the FMS signal is predominantly affected by the signal 
strength and the shape is mainly given by the detection phase, these two 
parameters are basically uncoupled/orthogonal. This provides a good basis 
for an accurate assessment of the detection phase, both to those that 
correspond to pure absorption and to dispersion, but also those that provide 
intermediate responses. An advantage of this methodology is that it enables 
FMS signal detection at an arbitrary detection phase. A disadvantage is that 
the accuracy of this method is limited by the quality of measured spectra, 
which implies that it is affected by noise in the signals, e.g. the signal-to-
noise conditions, spectral interference from other transitions, and etalon 
effects. This is here referred to as method one. 

An alternative method is to make use of the sub-Doppler response, since this 
has a characteristic form. As has been demonstrated previously [59], the 
center FMS sub-Doppler feature is maximized in dispersion while it 
completely vanishes in absorption. Since it is easier to assess the conditions 
when a feature disappears than when it is maximized, or takes a certain 
form, the technique is particularly effective in finding the phases that 
provide an absorption response. A suitable means to find the corresponding 
phases by dispersion can be to utilize a quadrature demodulator. An 
advantage of this method is that its accuracy does not involve the use of the 
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entire lineshape. However, the approach determines the detection phase 
solely for pure absorption and dispersion signals, thus losing the versatility 
for signals in arbitrary phase settings. In addition, it requires the detection of 
a sub-Doppler signal which put some restrictions on the powers and dipole 
moments. The accuracy of this approach is also limited by the SNR of the 
sub-Doppler feature. This is here referred to as method two. 

In the present DFB-laser based NICE-OHMS setup, by using method one, 
the uncertainty of the detection phase was found to be 0.01 rad while that of 
method two was estimated to be 0.1 rad. One reason for this is the 
uncertainty in assessing the dispersion phase. Another is that, in spite of the 
same noise levels in both methods, the typical structure in the center of sub-
Doppler signal is several times smaller in size than that of the Doppler-
broadened signal used in method one. Therefore the smaller signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) of method two gives rise to a larger uncertainty in the detection 
phase.  
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5 Results 

Three types of studies were made. First, the DFB-laser-based NICE-OHMS 
setup was developed as described above. An assessment of its detection 
sensitivity was made. The result of this is described below in section 5.1. The 
instrument was then used to identify a suitable transition for the 
forthcoming studies. As was mentioned above, it was found that the isolated 
Pf(30) transition in the 1 1

1 3 4 4v v v v    band at 6448.340 -1cm , although 
being week – it has only an integrated line strength of 1.51 × 10-23 cm-

1/(molecule cm-2) which is roughly three orders of magnitude lower than the 
strongest transitions in this wavelength range – was suitable, primary due to 
the fact that it had virtually no influences of any neighboring lines.  

The following two studies were then concerned with investigations of the 
Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent effect in NICE-OHMS (and thereby 
FMS) and in particular their appearances in dispersion. The experimental 
spectra were evaluated by fitting both conventionally used lineshape 
functions (for the absorption mode of detection) and the predicted 
corresponding dispersion lineshape functions. These studies were 
complemented with a thorough investigation of the accuracy of parameters 
assessed by FMS/NICE-OHMS when the standard equation for NICE-
OHMS, Eq. (3.14), based on various lineshape models, was fitted to the data 
in the presence of both noise and errors in the detection phase. These studies 
are presented in the sections 5.2. and 5.3 below.  

5.1 Assessment of the detection sensitivity of the DFB-
laser-based NICE-OHMS 

The sensitivity of the instrumentation was determined using the Allan 
variance. The Allan variance, first introduced by Allan in 1966 for 
characterization of frequency standards, and then brought into the field of 
TDLAS by Werle et al. in 1993 [81], constitutes an assessment of the time 
stability of a measurement or a measurement system. It is defined as one 
half of the time average of the squares of the differences between successive 
readings of the signal, ( )x t , each averaged over a given sampling period  , 
explicitly given by 
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where ( )nx   is the nth average of the measurement data and where the 
summation should run over all possible adjacent differences of the data for 
the particular averaging time used, which, in turn, implies that the 
summation index n  should go from 1 to M-1, where M is given by /

tot
t   

where tott  is the total measuring time. Since the Allan variance depends on 
the difference between consecutive readings, each averaged over a time  , it 
is a function of the averaging time. It is therefore displayed as a graph in a 
log-log plot, as 2 ( )A   vs.  , rather than being given as a single number. As 
long as the system is affected by white noise, as often is the case for short 
integration times, the Allan variance decreases linearly with the integration 
time in such a plot. However, for longer integration times, other types of 
noise (often of 1/f type) usually show up (appearing in various types of 
background signals). The square root of the Allan variance, which often is 
referred to as the Allan deviation, yields an estimate of the instrument 
performance for a particular integration time. The average time for which 
the Allan variance has a minimum represent the optimum integration time 
of the system whereas the Allan deviation for that integration time is a 
measure of the optimum instrument performance. Any further integration 
beyond that for the minimum would pick up more 1/f noise, thus bringing in 
more noise into the assessment and reduce the performance of the system. 

Absorption and dispersion NICE-OHMS signals from 1000 ppm of acetylene 
were measured continuously for 3 hours at a 1 Hz acquisition rate, at a 
pressure of 120 Torr for the absorption and at 80 Torr for the dispersion 
mode of detection, since these two pressures are close to those that maximize 
the peak-to-peak value of the signals.  

The signal strengths obtained from each fit were recalculated to the 
corresponding on-resonance absorption. Figure 5.1 shows the square root of 
the Allan variance for absorption and dispersion signals. The solid line that 
is fitted to the data at short integration times has the characteristic 1/2   
dependence of white noise [81] and a slope of 1.5 × 10-9 cm-1 Hz-1/2. The noise 
level at the two detection phases is similar, but the dispersion phase deviates 
earlier than the absorption phase from the white noise behavior. This 
indicates that the two detection phases are affected by different types of 
background signals at longer integration times. The dispersion phase is 
presumably more influenced by relative drifts of the phases of the three 
modes of the FM triplet induced by the PM fibers, whereas the absorption 
phase is dominated by drifts of etalons from thin optical elements. The 
square root of the Allan variance in the white noise dominated regime is 
equivalent to the standard deviation, wherefore it can be used to determine 
the sensitivity. The minimum detectable on-resonance absorption is 2 × 10-10 
cm-1 at 70 s for absorption and 5 × 10-10 cm-1 at 10 s for dispersion phase. Due 
to the low integrated line strength [1.51 × 10-23 cm-1/(molecule cm-2)] of the 
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isolated transition addressed in the studies of line profiles, these sensitivities 
correspond to concentrations of acetylene in the hundreds of ppb range, 
namely 125 ppb at 120 Torr and 375 ppb at 80 Torr for absorption and 
dispersion phase, respectively. Since closely lying transitions have integrated 
line strengths that are up to three orders of magnitude higher than that of 
the transition targeted here, the detection limit of the DFB-NICE-OHMS 
system as it was run for these investigations was estimated to be in the upper 
ppt-range.  

 

Figure 5.1 The square root of Allan variance in terms of on-resonance absorption for 
absorption (black square markers) and dispersion (open circular markers) mode of 
detection. The solid line indicates white noise behavior.  

As is given in Ref [10], the shot-noise limited single pass absorption in 
NICE-OHMS is assessed to be 1.4 × 10-11 cm-1 Hz-1/2. The sensitivity of the 
present implementation is thus two orders of magnitude above the shot 
noise limit, limited by the noise originating from an imperfect laser lock, 
which couples through the background signal at shorter integration times, 
and by temperature induced drifts of the background signals at longer 
integration times (caused mainly by the residual amplitude modulation in 
the EOM and the fibers, and multiple reflection). In order to improve on the 
detectability the bandwidth of the locking servo should be increased. The 
background signal from etalons at dispersion phase can be reduced by the 
use of an active feedback to the fiber-coupled EOM, as has recently been 
demonstrated for fiber-laser-based NICE-OHMS [64]. In addition, the 
concept of etalon-free distances can be used to a larger extent. Etalon-free 
distances implies that optical components should predominantly be placed 
at a distance equal to an integer multiple of the length of cavity since then 
any possible etalon will affect all three modes in the FM triplet equally, 
whereby they will evade detection.  
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5.2 Dicke narrowing effects in dispersion mode of 
detection and in NICE-OHMS 

5.2.1 Qualitative assessment of spectra affected by Dicke 
narrowing 

In order to investigate the effect of Dicke narrowing on the dispersion mode 
of detection and in NICE-OHMS, measurements were performed at 
pressures from 10 to 90 Torr, as is shown in Paper II and Paper VII. To 
reduce the amount of random noise, the measured spectra were obtained by 
averaging 10 consecutive scans taken at a rate of 1 Hz. Figure 5.2 shows such 
measurement data taken at pressures of 10, 40, and 90 Torr, together with 
fits and residuals corresponding to fits of Eq. (3.14) based on various 
lineshape functions. At 10 Torr, slightly structured residuals were observed 
in both the absorption and the dispersion mode of detections when Eq. 
(3.14) based upon the Voigt profile was fitted to the data, whereas the 
corresponding residuals when the Galatry and the Rautian models were used 
lack most of this structure. This indicates that Dicke narrowing takes place at 
this pressure and that it can be properly accounted for, both for the 
absorption and the dispersion modes of detection, by the two narrowing 
models investigated in this work (i.e., Galatry and Rautian).  

When the pressure was increased to 40 Torr, the residuals from the fits of 
the Voigt profile became larger. As can be seen by a comparison, their shapes 
are in agreement with the simulations given in Figure 3.8. Moreover, the 
magnitudes of the residuals are around 3-4% of the signal size, also agreeing 
with the simulations. The corresponding residuals of the Galatry and 
Rautian lineshape functions, which are almost structure-less, imply again 
that these lineshape functions can satisfactorily account for Dicke narrowing 
in NICE-OHMS for both modes of detection. Particularly, the Figure 5.2(c) 
and (d) demonstrate that the presumed forms of the dispersion lineshape 
functions of both the Galatry and the Rautian profiles, i.e., the Eqs. (2.21) 
and (2.24), describe the effects of Dicke-narrowing in the dispersion mode of 
detection well. The remaining weak structures of the residuals are supposed 
to be due to two possible reasons. One is an uncertainty in the detection 
phase. As is mentioned previously, the methods used for phase calibration 
can give rise to an error in the detection phase of up to 0.1  rad (depending 
on the calibration technique used), which would lead to a structure of the 
residual. Another reason might be the validity of the presumed lineshape 
functions. Our absorber (C2H2)-perturber (N2) system corresponds to a mass 
ratio close to unity, which neither fully agrees with the assumptions for the 
soft nor with those for the hard collision model. This would also explain the 
fact that the expressions based upon the Galatry and Rautian models 
reproduce the measurements equally well. 
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Figure 5.2 Three rows of panels [(a) and (b), (c) and (d), (e) and (f)] represent NICE-
OHMS signals taken at pressures of 10, 40 and 90 Torr, respectively. The two columns 
correspond to absorption and dispersion modes of detection, respectively. The 
individual markers in the upper window of each panel represent measurements, 
whereas the three solid curves denote the best fits of NICE-OHMS signals based on the 
Voigt, the Galatry, and the Rautian models. The residuals of the fits of each lineshape 
are given in the lower windows, as marked.  

It can also be concluded (not shown here) that the Galatry and the Rautian 
models could reproduce the measured data well also at pressures above 40 
Torr. However, as is shown by the last row of panels, when the pressure 
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approaches 90 Torr, new structures appear in the residuals, indicating that 
speed-dependent effects start to play a role.  

5.2.2 Quantitative assessment of parameters 

From these types of fits, it is possible to extract various lineshape parameters 
for the targeted transition. Since both broadening and narrowing 
mechanisms are weak at low pressures, parameters were retrieved only from 
measurements taken at pressure from and above 10 Torr. On the other hand, 
due to the influence of SDEs at high pressures, the upper pressure limit was 
chosen to be 70 Torr, above which molecular parameters retrieved from the 
fits were considered to no longer carry any physically relevant information.  

 

 

Figure 5.3 Collision width (a) and narrowing frequency (b) as functions of pressure for 
Voigt (square markers), Galatry (triangular markers), and Rautian (circular markers) 
lineshape models, detected in absorption and dispersion (solid and open markers, 
respectively) from the transition targeted. Red dashed curves denote the 
corresponding linear fits.  

As can be seen in Figure 5.3, both the collision width and the narrowing 
frequency increase with pressure. Ideally, both should be linear with 
pressure, and their slopes should therefore represent the collision 
broadening coefficient [Figure 5.3 (a)] and the narrowing coefficient [Figure 
5.3 (b)], respectively. However, in the upper part of the pressure range 
investigated, it can be seen that the response is non-linear. Relevant linear 
collision broadening coefficients were therefore exacted solely from data 
from the 10-40 Torr pressure range.  

For the Voigt lineshape, Figure 5.3 (a) indicates  (by the squared markers) 
two rather dissimilar values for the collision broadening coefficient 
evaluated from the absorption and dispersion modes of detection (solid and 
open markers, respectively), viz. 0.92(2) and 0.64(1) MHz/Torr respectively. 
These two values are not only dissimilar; they are also significantly different 
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from those obtained by use of the other two narrowing models. For the case 
of the Galatry model (triangular markers), the collision broadening 
coefficients for the two modes of detection were assessed to 1.77(2) and 
1.83(3) MHz/Torr, whereas for the Rautian model (circular markers), the 
corresponding coefficients were 1.55(2) and 1.56(2) MHz/Torr, respectively. 
It was thus found that the values retrieved by use of the Voigt model are 
much lower than those of both the Galatry and Rautian models. In addition, 
for the Voigt model, the values based upon the absorption and dispersion 
modes of detection differ significantly more than those from the other two 
types of lineshape. All this demonstrates that the Voigt profile is not capable 
of accurately assessing the collision broadening of the system in the 
pertinent pressure regime, and that either of the Galatry and Rautian models 
instead are preferred.  

Figure 5.3(b) illustrates the narrowing frequencies for the Galatry and 
Rautian models, respectively. It is noted that these frequencies are linear 
with pressure for low pressures but start to show a nonlinear pressure 
dependence above 40 Torr. This shows that the assumption that the 
narrowing frequency is linear with pressure is only a first order 
approximation of a more complex pressure dependence.  

The narrowing coefficients for the Rautian model were assessed to 0.99(2) 
and 1.01(3) MHz/Torr for the absorption and dispersion modes of detection, 
respectively. These values agree well with the gas kinetic dynamical friction 
parameter, 0

diff , defined in the text following Eq. (2.25). For our gas 
mixture consisting of C2H2 and N2 at 23 C , with a known mass diffusion 
coefficient 2 -10.167cm sD   at 1 atmosphere, it can be calculated that 

0 1.17diff   MHz/Torr.  

In comparison, the narrowing coefficients obtained from the Galatry model 
were found to be 1.86(3) and 1.85(5) MHz/Torr. These values are almost 
twice as large as the corresponding coefficients for the Rautian model and 
more than 50% larger than the dynamical friction parameter. We interpret 
this in terms of the fact that although the Galatry model is able to fit the 
measured spectra well, it is not able to model the system of C2H2 and N2 in 
this pressure regime as well as the Rautian model. This is in agreement with 
the previous observation for self-colliding CO2 molecules [35]. We therefore 
consider the Rautian model as the one that best describes the lineshape in 
this pressure region.  
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5.3 Speed-dependent effects in the dispersion mode of 
detection and in NICE-OHMS 

5.3.1 Qualitative assessment of spectra affected by speed-
dependent effects 

Figure 5.4 shows background-corrected NICE-OHMS absorption and 
dispersion signals from the same transition (left and right column 
respectively), taken at pressures of 100, 140, 180, 220, and 250 Torr, as is 
shown in Paper IV. It is shown by Figure 5.4(a) and (b) that already at the 
lowest pressure investigated, i.e. 100 Torr, fittings of the expression for the 
NICE-OHMS signals based upon the Voigt model provide considerable 
residuals with characteristic wave patterns. The figure also shows that at 100 
Torr and above, fits using the Rautian models give virtually no (or little) 
residual in absorption but some minor residual in dispersion. In comparison, 
the fits based upon the SDV model do not show any discernible residuals in 
any of the two modes of detection.  

As the pressure was increased, the residuals did the same. This show that the 
fits based on the Rautian lineshape function mimicked the experimental 
signals less and less well the higher the pressure. This clearly indicates that 
the Rautian lineshape function is unsuitable in this pressure region, 
particularly for the dispersive mode of detection. It can also be seen that, as 
the pressure increases, the fits based on the Voigt model reproduce the 
measured data equally poorly as at 100 Torr. The residuals of the fits based 
upon both the Voigt and Rautian functions show characteristic structures 
that are in good agreement with the simulations given in Figure 3.8.  

On the other hand, the fits based on the SDV model are in general still good 
for both modes of detection, not only at 100 Torr but in fact in the entire 
pressure range investigated. This demonstrates that SDV lineshape 
functions, both that for absorption and that for dispersion, are adequate for 
description of NICE-OHMS signals in the entire pressure range investigated. 
i.e. 100-250 Torr. This thereby validates the lineshape functions presented 
by Eqs. (2.35) and (2.37).  

All this shows that whereas neither the Voigt nor the Rautian lineshape 
functions are appropriate at 100 Torr and above, the SDV model provides 
adequate lineshape functions for both the absorption and the dispersion 
modes of detection. 
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Figure 5.4 The five rows of panels represent NICE-OHMS signals from a 1000 ppm 
concentration of acetylene in N2 addressing the particular Pf(30) transitions in the 

1 1
1 3 4 4v v v v    band at 6448.340 cm-1 at pressures of 100, 140, 180, 220 and 250 

Torr, respectively. The left and right columns of panels correspond to the absorption 
and dispersion modes of detection, respectively. The individual markers in the upper 
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window of each panel represent measurements, whereas the three solid curves in the 
same window denote the best fits of NICE-OHMS signals based on the Voigt, the 
Rautian, and the SDV models. The residuals of fits of each shape are given in the lower 
windows, as marked.  

5.3.2 Quantitative assessment of parameters 

Since the SDV model reproduced the measured NICE-OHMS signals 
adequately for both modes of detection, molecular parameters valid for the 
SDV model in the 100-250 Torr pressure range could be extracted from the 
fits. It was found that the two modes of detection provided similar sets of 
parameters for the transition assessed; the average collision coefficients were 
assessed to 2.06(5) and 1.98(3) MHz/Torr, whereas the speed-dependent 
collision coefficients were found to be 0.73(4) and 0.71(3) MHz/Torr, 
respectively. Since the parameter values extracted from the two different 
modes of detection agree within their statistical uncertainties, the agreement 
was considered satisfactory.  

However, it was also found that the detection phase has a certain influence 
on the parameters. Any uncertainty (or error) in this will influence the 
molecular parameters and the signal strength. Since the signal strength is 
the parameter that is used to assess the concentration of the analyte in a 
sample, this is often the parameter of most importance. As was mentioned 
above, depending on the means of phase calibration, typical calibration 
phase errors can range from hundredths of a rad to around 0.1 rad. In order 
to assess the influences of errors in the detection phase on the signals 
strength, FMS reference spectra based upon SDV lineshape functions were 
simulated for pressures from 10 to 260 Torr. FMS signals based upon three 
different lineshape functions, the Voigt, the Rautian, and the SDV profiles, 
were then fitted to the reference spectra under various conditions. To 
facilitate the following discussion, a relative signal strength ,

0
i jS  is 

introduced, defined as the ratio of the absolute signals strength retrieved 
from fits to its true value used in the construction of reference spectra. In its 
notation, i  represents V, R, or SDV and j indicates the mode of detection, 
i.e., absorption or dispersion.  

Figure 5.5 displays three conditions considered. Panel (a) displays fits to 
simulated data with no phase error using pure absorption and dispersion 
mode of detection; (b) shows fits to simulated data with fixed phase errors 
also using pure absorption and dispersion mode of detection; (c) illustrates 
fits to simulated data with fixed phase errors with the phase being a free 
parameter in the fits.  
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Figure 5.5 The relative signal strength for the various models of fitting considered for 
the three different conditions: panel (a) fits to simulated data with no phase error 
using pure absorption and dispersion mode of detection; (b) fits to simulated data 
with fixed phase errors using pure absorption and dispersion mode of detection; (c) 
fits to simulated data with fixed phase errors with phase being a free parameter.  
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The figure shows that over the pertinent pressure range, the relative signal 
strength is close to unity solely for a few conditions: when retrieved from fits 
based on the SDV lineshape function and the data has no phase error [solid 
and open diamond markers in panel (a)] or when phase is a free parameter 
close to absorption detection phase [solid diamond markers in panel (c)]. 
For the other situations, the relative signal strength can deviate from unity 
considerably.  

For the cases with no phase error [panel (a)], the relative signal strengths 
differ in most cases significantly from unity; when retrieved from fits based 
on the Voigt lineshape function they range from 100% in the Doppler limit to 
70% for the absorption detection phase and to 55% for the dispersion 
detection phase [solid and open black square markers, respectively]. The 
corresponding relative signal strengths retrieved from fits based on the 
Rautian lineshape function [solid and open red circular markers, 
respectively] vary less but are highly non-linear.  

Panel (b) displays when the data have a fixed phase error (-0.1 rad) and the 
evaluation is performed using fits based on pure absorption and dispersion 
phases. When the fitting is based upon the SDV lineshape functions the 
relative signal strength is overestimated by up to 40% or 50%, respectively 
[solid and open blue diamond markers, respectively]. The relative signal 
strengths retrieved from fits based on the Rautian lineshape functions (solid 
and open red circular markers, respectively) are highly non-linear and range 
from 95% to 140%. Those based upon the Voigt lineshape functions also give 
rise to relative signal strengths that differ significantly from unity, viz. they 
range from 75% to 95% for the absorption detection phase and from 70% to 
115% for the dispersion detection phase [solid and open black square 
markers, respectively].  

For the case when the data have a fixed phase error (-0.1 rad) and the 
evaluation is performed using fits with the phase being a free parameter 
[panel (c)], the relative signal strengths deviates less when the fits are based 
upon the SDV or Rautian lineshape functions; when the fitting is based upon 
the SDV functions the relative signal strength is fairly accurate for detection 
close to the absorption phase (close to 100%) but below 100% (down to 
about 85%), for detection close to the dispersion phase [solid and open blue 
diamond markers, respectively]. The relative signal strengths retrieved from 
fits based on the Voigt lineshape functions are again non-linear and range 
from close to 100% at the Doppler limit down to 70% and close to 30% for 
the absorption and dispersion detection phases, respectively [solid and open 
black square markers, respectively].  

The effect of phase errors can be assessed as an average phase sensitivity of 
the signal strength at a given pressure. For a pressure of 180 Torr, and when 
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the fits are based upon the SDV lineshape functions, the average phase 
sensitivity of the signal strength was found to be 5%/° when detected in 
absorption phase and 7%/° when detected in dispersion phase. For the 
situation when the fits are based upon the Voigt functions the average phase 
sensitivity of the signal strength for the two modes of detection were found 
to be 2%/° and 1%/°, respectively. This shows that for a fixed pressure, a 
phase error affects the relative signal strength less when the fits are based 
upon the Voigt lineshape function than when they are based on the SDV 
lineshape.  

This phenomenon is investigated in more detail in Paper VIII. All this 
illustrates the importance of evaluating the data using the appropriate 
lineshape function and a well-known detection phase. 
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6 Conclusions 

This work consists of two main parts; a technical implementation of a DFB-
laser-based NICE-OHMS instrumentation and a thorough investigation of 
the influence of Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent effects on the 
dispersion mode of detection as well as NICE-OHMS. The latter 
encompassed derivations of expressions for Dicke narrowing and speed-
dependent effects in dispersion as well as experimental validation and 
investigation of them by NICE-OHMS.  

First, the incorporation of a DFB laser into a NICE-OHMS setup is an 
important step in the development of NICE-OHMS towards a user-friendly 
sensitive detection technique, since the DFB laser has tens of GHz injection 
current tunability and its fiber-coupled optical components make the system 
compact and versatile. In addition, the wide tunability of the DFB laser 
enables investigations of pressure-broadened transitions, which allows for 
investigation of lineshapes for both the absorption and the dispersion mode 
of detection and for assessment of gases at optimum pressure (i.e., with 
maximum peak-to-peak values of signals).  

The response of the system has been characterized up to a pressure of 1/3 
atm. The system has demonstrated detection of pressure-broadened signals 
with a sensitivity of 1.5 × 10-9 cm-1 Hz-1/2, which corresponds to a minimum 
detectable on-resonance absorption of 2× 10-10 cm-1 at 70 s integration time 
in the absorption mode of detection.  

Secondly, by the use of the NICE-OHMS technique and by addressing the 
isolated Pe(33) transition in the 1 1

1 3 4 4v v v v    band of acetylene at 
6439.371 -1cm  under room temperature conditions, this work presents 
evidence of Dicke narrowing and speed-dependent effects in the dispersion 
mode of detection. It thus demonstrates that these effects do not only appear 
in absorption but also in dispersion. Based upon the Kramers-Kronig 
relations, analytical forms of the corresponding lineshape functions for 
dispersion were presumed before they were scrutinized in some detail by 
measurements performed by the DFB-laser-based NICE-OHMS 
instrumentation.  

Regarding the Dicke narrowing effect, it was found that both the Galatry and 
the Rautian absorption and the presumed dispersive lineshape functions 
provided good fits to the NICE-OHMS signals in the tens-of-Torr region. 
This demonstrated the validity of the presumed dispersive lineshape 
functions. It was further concluded that although the fits could be of good 
quality in the entire 10-70 Torr range, the parameter values of the fits 
revealed that the measured lineshapes could not be fully accounted for by the 
models used in the entire pressure range; above 40 Torr, the narrowing 
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parameters displayed a nonlinear dependence of pressure. On the other 
hand, the narrowing coefficients from the absorption and dispersion 
lineshape functions agrees fairly well for both the Galatry and the Rautian 
models, which indicates that there is, for each types of lineshape, an 
adequate agreement between the two modes of detection. However, the two 
types of lineshape models provide widely dissimilar narrowing coefficients 
with the Rautian profiles presumable giving the most accurate assessments. 
All of this indicates that Dicke narrowing affects also the dispersion mode of 
detection and that it can be quantitatively accounted for by the presumed 
Galatry and Rautian dispersive lineshape functions. This implies that 
whenever experiments are made in the Dicke narrowing region by the NICE-
OHMS technique (or any other technique detecting dispersion), and when 
the highest accuracy is needed, collisional narrowing effects need to be taken 
into account, irrespective of the mode of detection.  

For pressures above these, the models encompassing Dicke narrowing are no 
longer appropriate. The deviations are considered to be caused by speed-
dependent effects. A lineshape function for dispersion signals was therefore 
derived for a particular model describing speed-dependent effects, the 
speed-dependent Voigt (SDV) model. It has been demonstrated that the SDV 
model derived is fully capable of reproducing measured NICE-OHMS signals 
under room temperature at pressures from 100 to 250 Torr not only in 
absorption but also dispersion mode of detection. Hence, the presumed SDV 
dispersive lineshape function has been validated. This thereby emphasizes 
the need to incorporate SDEs in the lineshape model used for NICE-OHMS 
in this important pressure region, which encompass the ‘optimum’ pressure 
range for which the NICE-OHMS signal is maximal.  

A rather thorough analysis was also performed addressing the accuracy of 
the parameter values retrieved from the data in the presence and absence of 
noise and detection phase errors for three types of lineshape functions, the 
Voigt, the Rautian, and the SDV, respectively. It was found that, in order to 
make accurate parameter assessments by the NICE-OHMS (and thereby the 
FMS) technique, an adequate lineshape function needs to be used and the 
detection phase has to be assessed and be under control.  

In conclusion, if good fits are to be achieved and accurate parameters are to 
be retrieved from measurements in the pressure range where either Dicke 
narrowing or SDEs appear, an appropriate lineshape function incorporating 
such effects, e.g., the Rautian or the SDV model, needs to be used also for 
techniques that detect dispersion are used, i.e., not only NICE-OHMS but 
also FMS and FAMOS. 
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7 Summary of the papers 

Paper I 

Distributed-feedback-laser-based NICE-OHMS in the pressure-
broadened regime 

A. Foltynowicz, J. Y. Wang, P. Ehlers, and O. Axner 

Opt. Express 18, 18580-18591 (2010) 

This paper represents the instrumental implementation of NICE-OHMS 
incorporating a narrow linewidth distributed-feedback laser. The 
construction of the instrumentation is given and its performance is evaluated 
by measurements based on acetylene transitions at 1551 nm in both 
absorption and dispersion modes of detection at pressures up to 1/3 
atmosphere. Molecular parameters are retrieved from multiline fitting 
routines. In this implementation, using a cavity with a finesse of 460, the 
minimum detectable on-resonance absorption is assessed to be 2× 10-10 cm-1 
for 70 s integration time.  

I contributed in the construction of the experimental setup and took part in 
the measurements. I was involved in the design and implementation of the 
laser-locking electronics. I also participated in developing the routines for 
multiline fitting and evaluating the data.  

Paper II 

Dicke narrowing in the dispersion mode of detection and in noise-
immune cavity-enhanced optical heterodyne molecular 
spectroscopy - Theory and experimental verification 

J. Y. Wang, P. Ehlers, I. Silander, and O. Axner 

J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 28, 2390-2401 (2011) 

In this paper, the Dicke narrowing effect in both absorption and dispersion 
modes of detection are scrutinized by NICE-OHMS. The results present a 
demonstration of Dicke narrowing in dispersion as well as in NICE-OHMS, 
and thereby provide a comparison between two modes of detection. 
Narrowing models, i.e., Galatry and Rautian dispersion lineshape functions, 
are first presumed and then validated by qualitative and quantitative 
assessments. The characterization of a previously undocumented acetylene 
transition is also given in this paper.  

I contributed to the derivation of the dispersion lineshape functions and took 
a major part in performing measurements. I was fully responsible for writing 
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Matlab codes that are used for simulating various lineshapes and analyzing 
data. I wrote a substantial part of the manuscript.  

Paper III 

A speed-dependent Voigt dispersion lineshape function - 
Applicable to techniques measuring dispersion signals 

J. Y. Wang, P. Ehlers, I. Silander, and O. Axner 

J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 29, 2971-2979 (2012) 

This paper presents an analytical expression for a Voigt dispersion lineshape 
function that incorporates speed-dependent effects on the collision 
broadening. The influences of spectroscopic parameters on the lineshapes 
are given in detail, and a comparison is made between absorption and 
dispersion lineshape functions.  

My contribution involved in large part of derivations and analyses of SDV 
lineshape functions. I wrote all Matlab codes used for simulating the SDV 
models and performed all simulations. I wrote a substantial part of the 
manuscript  

Paper IV 

Speed-dependent effects in dispersion mode of detection and in 
NICE-OHMS – Experimental demonstration and validation of 
predicted lineshape 

J. Y. Wang, P. Ehlers, I. Silander, and O. Axner 

J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 29, 2980–2989 (2012) 

This paper is a continuation of Paper III, experimentally validating the SDV 
dispersion lineshape function presumed in Paper III. It also presents the 
influence of SDEs on NICE-OHMS as well as a comparison between 
absorption and dispersion modes of detection. Qualitative and quantitative 
assessments based on the SDV lineshape function are also scrutinized.  

I was responsible for all the measurements and analysis of the results. I 
wrote a substantial part of the manuscript.  
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Paper V 

Fiber-laser-based noise-immune cavity-enhanced optical 
heterodyne molecular spectrometry instrumentation for Doppler-
broadened detection in the 10-12 cm-1 Hz-1/2 region 

P. Ehlers, I. Silander, J. Y. Wang, and O. Axner 

J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 29, 1305-1315 (2012) 

The performance of the fiber-laser-based NICE-OHMS instrumentation is 
improved by two means, i.e., an improved laser locking by incorporating an 
acousto-optic modulator and provision of a more stable environment. The 
instrumental implementation is given in detail. A Doppler-broadened 
detection limit down to 5.6× 10-12 cm-1Hz-1/2 was demonstrated.  

I involved in the discussion of the servo design for laser locking as well as the 
preparation the manuscript.  

Paper VI 

Frequency modulation background signals from fiber-based 
electro optic modulators are caused by crosstalk 

I. Silander, P. Ehlers, J. Y. Wang, and O. Axner 

J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 29, 916-923 (2012) 

This paper provides an explanation to the background signals that are 
caused by the use of fiber-coupled electro-optic modulators. It demonstrates 
that these signals cannot be zeroed out by the conventional technique of 
using a carefully adjusted polarizer, since they originate from the crosstalk 
between various polarization directions of light in the fixed mounted 
polarization-maintaining-fiber and the electro optic crystal.  

I partly involved in the deriving the expressions of the background signals. I 
contributed to the preparation of the manuscript.  

Paper VII 

NICE-OHMS – Frequency modulation cavity-enhanced 
spectroscopy – Principles and implementations," a book chapter 
in cavity-enhanced spectroscopy and sensing 

O. Axner, P. Ehlers, A. Foltynowicz, I. Silander, and J. Y. Wang 

In print, to appear in the book “Cavity-Enhanced Spectroscopy and Sensing”, 
Eds. H. P. Loock and G. Gagliardi  
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This is a book chapter, in which the principles and performances of NICE-
OHMS are described. The principles of the technique are presented, and the 
instrumental realizations of NICE-OHMS are discussed. In addition, the 
development of NICE-OHMS is reviewed, i.e., the performances and 
applications.  

I wrote parts of it, in particular those referring to lineshape models beyond 
the Voigt profile, and participated in the preparation of the manuscript.  

Paper VIII 

Accuracy of the assessment of spectroscopic parameters and 
concentration assessments by the NICE-OHMS technique 

J. Y. Wang, P. Ehlers, I. Silander, and O. Axner 

in manuscript 

This paper represents a detailed investigation on the accuracy of various 
molecular parameters retrieved from fits of expressions for FMS (thereby 
NICE-OHMS) signals based on various lineshape functions. This 
quantitatively investigates how accurately these parameters can be 
determined if improper lineshape functions are used and/or in the presence 
of errors in the detection phase. Particularly, as the parameter representing 
the concentration, the retrieved signal strength with corresponding errors is 
presented and analyzed in detail.  

I was fully responsible for all the simulations and data analysis. I wrote a 
substantial part of the manuscript.  
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